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Committee reviews UOP medical plans 
Possible loss of popular plans cause concern among employees 
KRISTIN M. KRAEMER 
Pacifican staff writer 
The University's medical benefits 
plans are being reviewed and many 
University employees and retirees 
who will be affected are upset over the 
possible loss of their preferred plan. 
"I would prefer that they try to 
make me happy as an individual," 
said UOP professor Jean Longmire, 
who feels the University has not pre­
sented her with adequate information 
about the review committee. "I think 
most of us are in the dark ... We don't 
know what they are doing." 
Last spring, a seven-member Uni­
versity Medical Benefit Committee 
(UMBC), with representatives from 
the three campuses, was appointed by 
Vice President for finance Mike 
Goins. The purpose of the commit­
tee is to review the existing medical 
plans offered by the University, to 
study other available options and to 
make any recommendations mem­
bers thought should be considered. 
"What they are attempting to do 
is see if there is a better way to have 
benefits, at the same time save money 
in doing that to get adequate cover­
age," said President Bill Atchley. "You 
know when you have maybe six, 
seven different plans, economically 
it's not as feasible as having one good 
plan. So, with the cost of everything 
going up, we've tried to economize 
and see what would save the Univer­
sity, which essentially is the whole 
goal." 
Currently the University provides 
a choice of four health plans: the 
Kaiser Health Management Organiza­
tion, two other HMO-type plans 
(Omni and Foundation) and the tra­
ditional UOP basic and comprehen­
sive plans. 
In reviewing the plans, the com­
mittee is taking into consideration 
the unique needs of UOP employees, 
whether single or married, actively 
working or retired, younger or older, 
or living in Stockton, San Francisco 
or Sacramento. 
" The University's goal is to design 
a program that provides all eligible 
individuals access to a comprehen­
sive, high quality and affordable 
health care program," the UMBC said 
in a memorandum to all UOP medi­
cal plan participants on Sept. 26. 
"One key objective is to simplify our 
See Medical Plans page 2 
Loss of live music has Stockton restaurant 
owners, UOP students singing the blues 
JEANNE CASTLEMAN 
Pacifican guest writer 
Some area restaurants favored by 
UOP students say they can no longer 
provide live entertainment — not 15-
piece bands, not a small group of lo­
cal musicians, or even an a cappeila 
performance by a diva. 
City officials have informed the 
restaurants that they must stop pro­
viding live music until they acquire 
the proper use permit. Pepperoni's, 
the Bull 'N Bear English Pub, and the 
F.J Dorado Brewing Company are 
three restaurants that have been re­
quired to unplug their microphones 
until they obtain the proper permits. 
The establishments are required 
to pay an application fee for the per­
mit and await the decision of the city 
planning commission. The price of 
the non-refundable fee: $2,080. 
Some UOP students believe the 
City of Stockton doesn't want live 
music. A few restaurant owners agree 
with the students, and are taking the 
fee personally. Others refuse to pay 
the price. 
Pepperoni's owner Larry l.usk said 
the permit requirement has affected 
See Live Music page 6 
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NO MUSIC, NO CUSTOMERS. Pepperoni's restaurant on Pacific Avenue has 
seen a drop in business due to a recent order by city officials. The restaurant must 
stop providing live music until they acquire the $2,080 proper-use permit. 
Pepperoni's has been crowded in the past with Pacific students for its live music. 
Photo bv Darren M. Antonovich 
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Medical Plans 
continued from page 1 
health care program with a plan de­
sign that meets the needs of eligible 
participants in all locations." 
In addition to actual coverage, 
the committee jnust evaluate cost 
containment measures and the effi­
ciency of plan administration. 
Several UOP professors have been 
so upset with the possibility of their 
plan being cut, that they wrote a let­
ter to the University community, ask­
ing for support. "Kaiser members 
have every reason to be alarmed by 
this proposed change, but all mem­
bers of the University community 
should be concerned: you, too, may 
lose your choice'of health plan. Be­
cause the choice plan is taken away 
from the individual, sooner or later 
--nV • 
there will be no choice for anyone! 
said Longmire, Roger Barnett, Estelle 
Lau and Dennis Brennan in their let­
ter. 
"We don't want to give up good 
coverage. But you have to remember 
there is always a lot of noise on that 
because my plan that I have is prob­
ably the best in my mind; your plan, 
what you have is best in your mind, 
Atchley said. " The whole idea is 
strictly for the benefit of the Univer­
sity and the people working here. 
But, you are not going to have a plan 
that all of use are going to be happy 
with." 
Meetings were held with Univer­
sity employees and retirees in mid-
October on all three campuses to get 
their input on their current medical 
benefit plans and answer their ques­
tions. 
"It's a real active changing mar­
ket in health care and there are many, 
many alternatives out there to look 
at in addition to what we are already 
offering," said John Weis, chair of the 
UMBC and director of human re­
sources. 
I he UMBC will review the impact 
on employees and make a recommen­
dation to the University administra­
tion by late-November. The Board of 
Regents will vote on the final recom­
mendation. There is the possibility of 
the committee recommending no 
changes, a whole new program or 
something in between. 
Minor modifications to the plan 
are made every January, Weis said, but 
it has been several years since there 
was a major change. 
Holiday directory connects volunteers 
XOCHITL GARCIA 
Pacif ican Staff  Wri ter  
November is here and with it 
starts the season of gift giving and 
good deeds. 
To help promote the spirit of giv­
ing, the Volunteer Center of Stockton 
has established "Holiday Connection 
1994," a program designed with the 
needy in mind. 
Every year the number of volun­
teers and donors tends to increase 
Setting It 
Straight 
Patrick Naessens was given an 
incorrect title on page 2 in the Nov. 
3 issue. He is the assistant dean for 
student activities & McCaffrey Cen­
ter. 
The Zookeepers did not perform 
last Thursday in the McCaffrey Cen­
ter as stated in the Nov. 3 issue on 
page 8. The group was originally 
booked by ASUOP but the engage­
ment was later cancelled. 
Two photos on page 22 of the 
Nov. .3 issue were incorrectly iden­
tified. Due to a production error, the 
photos of Charlotte Johansson and 
Axel Wohlfarth were switched. 
We want to make sure the stories 
in this newspaper are correct. If an 
error has been made, please con­
tact us. 
If you have additional comments, 
concerns or questions about the 
content of the paper, contact Edi­
tor-in-Chief Christopher S. Shultz 
or Managing Editor Rebecca 
Nelson at 946-2115. 
during the holiday season, but still a 
lot of people don't know where to 
take their donations. That's why Holi­
day Connection was established. Its 
main purpose is to link donors with 
nonprofit organizations to facilitate 
gift giving. 
This year's booklet includes about 
50 nonprofit agencies who have pro­
grams for people in need. 'They are all 
in great need of volunteers and do­
nations for Thanksgiving and Christ­
mas. 
"The Holiday Connection was 
established to facilitate holiday giv­
ing," said Veray Wickham, executive 
director of the Volunteer Center. " The 
Volunteer Center acts as a clearing­
house to assure that people who want 
to give time or goods will be linked 
with nonprofit agencies who serve 
those in need throughout the coun­
try." 
Contributions of companies such 
as the American Savings Bank, Conti­
nental Cablevision, JCPenney Com­
pany, Stockton Savings Bank and The 
Record of Stockton have made the 
printing of this years booklet possible. 
It will be distributed to area busi­
nesses, schools, churches and service 
clubs, as well as interested individu­
als. Bulk or single "Holiday Connec­
tions" directories are available at no 
cost by calling the Volunteer Center 
at 943-0870. 
Anybody interested in donating 
goods or volunteer time to those in 
need should visit the Volunteer Cen­
ter in the Anderson Y Center located 
just across Pacific Avenue from Burns 
Tower. 
World on Wednesday evolves 
The Pacifican 
It is the end of an era. World on 
Wednesday (WOW), the popular 
weekly international luncheon lec­
ture series will be moving to a new 
day and time next semester. With the 
move, the series will need a new 
name. 
To rename the series, the Office 
of International Programs is sponsor­
ing a contest which is open to the 
entire academic community and its 
friends. Everyone is invited to join in 
the fun. The prize for the winning 
suggestion will be a $50 gift certifi­
cate good for dinner-for-two at the 
Wine and Roses County Inn in I.odi. 
To enter, submit an official entry 
blank or just send your name to the 
Office of International Programs in 
the Bechtel International Center. Be 
sure to include your name, address, 
telephone number and the date of 
your entry. In case of duplicate win­
ning entries, the one received first 
will be the winner. 
Contestants may enter as many 
times as they like, but all entries must 
be received no later than Wednesday, 
Nov. 16. The winner will be an­
nounced at the final WOW lecture on 
Wednesday, Nov. 30. 
A committee has been named to 
judge the contest. It consists of pro­
fessor Cort Smith, professor emeritus 
Les Medford, staff member Julie 
Escobedo, student Michele Wood and 
community member Alexandra 
Culbertson. Patricia Liddle will be an 
ex-officio member of the committee. 
Starting Tuesday, Feb. 7, 1995 the 
series will officially move to Tuesdays 
at noon. It will continue to be held in 
the Bechtel International Center, and 
students, faculty, staff and the mem­
bers of the community are still invited 
and encouraged to attend. As in the 
past, a picnic-style lunch will be avail­
able free to students and offered for a 
$2-3 donation to others. 
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Campus Crime Report 
BURGLARY 
Someone entered an area in Casa 
Werner and took $250 between 12:30 -
1 p.m. on Oct. 19. 
Sometime on Oct. 20 or 21, some­
one broke into the Quad Dining Hall 
kitchen and took a tool box containing 
miscellaneous tools valued at $250. 
On Oct. 20 or 21, someone at­
tempted to burglarize a vehicle parked 
in the Manor Hall parking lot. The door 
lock was broken during the attempt. 
On Oct. 31, at approximately 10:20 
p.m., someone broke into a vehicle 
parked In Lot #7 {behind the fraterni­
ties). The extent of loss is not know at 
this time. 
On Nov, 1, another vehicle parked 
in Lot #7 (behind the fraternities) was 
burglarized. A car stereo was taken. 
THEFT 
On Oct. 19 or 20, someone took the 
license plates from a vehicle parked on 
Resident's Drive. 
On Oct. 26 at about 3 p.m., a wallet 
was taken from the Hand Hall computer 
iab. 
A purple/gray mountain bicyde was 
taken from the area of 620 Stadium 
Drive on Oct. 29. 
VANDALISM 
On Oct. 23, officers reported graf­
fiti painted on the ticket booths west of 
the stadium. 
On Oct. 27, someone smashed out 
the window of a vehicle parked in lot 
#7 (behind the fraternities). 
Four windows were broken out of 
Owen Hall on Oct. 30 at about 9 a.m. 
Two restrooms were damaged in 
Grace Covell Residence Hall on Oct. 30-
31. 
Also on Oct. 31, a vehicle parked on 
Manchester was spray painted by van-
VEH1CLE THEFTS 
Three subjects were arrested on Oct. 
24 when they attempted to steal a vehicle 
parked in Lot #7 (behind the fraternities). 
On Oct. 24 a vehide was stolen from 
the Methodist Church across Padfic Av­
enue. 
On Nov. 2, another vehicle was sto­
len from in front of the Finance Center 
on Stagg Way. The vehicle was later re­
covered by the Stockton Police Depart­
ment. The driver, known to the victim, 
was arrested. 
DISTURBANCE 
On Oct. 23, someone kicked in the 
door to a room in Jesse Bailantyne Resi­
dence Hall. 
A female student reported that a male 
subject was following her on President's 
Drive on Nov. 1 at about 12:14 a.m. The 
individual is described as a white male In 
his 30s-4Os with shoulder-length brown 
hair and dirty teeth, wearing a blue stripe 
shirt, blue jeans and riding a newer black 
mountain bicycle. 
TRESPASSING 
A scavenger was arrested in Lot #14 
(Townhouse Apartments) on Oct. 27. He 
had been warned on prior occasions not 
to return to UOP. 
On Nov. 2 at 4:25 p.m., a parolee was 
arrested in Grace Covell Residence Hall 
for trespassing and violating conditions 
of his parole. He was posing as a Physical 
Plant employee. 
DRUNK DRIVING 
On Oct. 28, a student was arrested 
for DU1 while operating his vehicle on 
campus. 
BATTERY 
Several officers were injured on Oct. 
30 when they attempted to investigate a 
battery and shut down a party in Frater­
nity Circle. Officers were treated for mi­
nor injuries and three individuals were 
arrested for assault on officers, resisting 
and drunkenness. 
According to the Stockton Police 
Department, a female was sexually as­
saulted on the levee of the Calaveras 
River near the Pershing bridge. 5PD is 
still investigating the matter. 
ALCOHOL VIOLATIONS 
Several individuals were detained 
on the Woodbridge on Oct. 28 for pos­
session of open containers of alcoholic 
beverages. 
On Oct. 29, a student was arrested 
at the Townhouse Apartments for pub­
lic drunkenness and released to a friend. 
TAMPERING WITH A 
FIRE ALARM SYSTEM 
On Nov. 1 at 3:18 a.m., someone 
maliciously pulled one of the fire alarm 
pull stations in Grace Covell Residence 
Hall. 
LOST AND FOUND PROPERTY 
On Oct. 28, a bicycle was found on 
the Woodbridge. 
On Oct. 31, a black purse was taken 
from a table in the Summit restaurant. 
Money and miscellaneous cards were 
taken. 
DID YOU KNOW? 
During this period of time (Oct. 19 
- Nov. 2), Public Safety officers: 
• Provided 105 hours of foot patrol to 
the campus. 
• Provided 22 hours of bicycle patrol. 
• Provided 18 escorts. 
» Found 14 open doors and windows. 
• Contacted 73 suspicious persons. 
• Assisted 12 stranded motorists. 
• Presented two safety programs to resi­
dence hails. 
If you have any inquiries about any 
of the information provided in this re­
port, you are encouraged to contact the 
Department of Public Safety at 946-2537 
or extension 2537 from campus phones. 
In Brief 
Nutritionist will lecture 
on health benefits of foods 
Campus Dining Services and 
Cowell Health Center are continuing 
their once-a-month dietitian series 
with "A Celebration of Foods: Health 
Benefits of Certain Foods." Ardath 
Sawyer, a St. Joseph Hospital nutri­
tionist, will be speaking on Tuesday, 
Nov. 15 at 7 p.m. in the lobby of 
South/West residence hall. 
World-famous Clydesdale 
horses to visit UOP 
.The world-famous Budweiser 
Clydesdale 8-horse hitch, celebrating 
its 61st anniversary, will sopn make 
several appearances in the greater 
Stockton-Tracy area. The horses will 
be available for public viewing at UOP 
on Wednesday, Nov. 16 on Knoles 
Field from 12-3 p.m. and on Saturday, 
Nov. 19 on the Knoles Field from 10 
a.m.-l p.m. 
Ex-Aryan Nations leader 
to speak on Nov. 16 
Floyd Cochran, an ex-Aryan Na­
tions leader, will speak on 
Werdnesday, Nov. 16 on the white 
supremisist group. He will be present­
ing actual footage from inside the 
Idaho compound in Morris Chapel at 
8 p.m. 
Lunch, Dinner, Sunday Brunch 
Innovative Californian & Italian Cuisine 
E S T A S I 
LINCOLN CENTER 
FINE DINING ON THE BRICK WALK 
951-3311 
The Ladies of Delta Delta Delta would 
like to congratulate the Fall 1994 new 
m e m b e r s  o n  t h e i r  i n i t i a t i o n .  
Jessica Brads haw 
Tami Condon 
Kalhy Laframboise 
Lori Lischner 
Jennifer Norwich 
Michelle Smith 
Anne Tobias A 
A A 
& Tanninci • 11 nq w I oninq • h i  ness 
• 4 Tanning Beds 
• 1 Tanning stand-up 
• 7 Tone America Tables 
• Stairstepper, Treadmill, Stationary Bike 
• Not just for women 
2303 W. Alpine (2 Blocks Wc-sr of UPP Hinr.incc) 
20% Student Discount (With Class Schedule) Call'jirr Appointment* (209)464-5916 
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EDITORIALS 
Only sure safety: Be aware 
Last week's pair of attacks on the Calaveras River levee served an im 
portant purpose: they stressed to the University the importance of staying 
aware at all times. 
The City of Stockton has never claimed to be one of the state's safest 
places. While parts of the city are relatively safe, the area around the Uni­
versity is not always one of them. It is best to take steps to prevent yourself 
from being a victim of crime. 
The easiest form of prevention is simply keeping your head up. Know­
ing your surroundings, and knowing the best path to wherever you hap­
pen to be going ahead of time, is the first step. Avoiding dimly-lit walk 
ways and places where you cannot see clearly around you is another. 
Whenever possible, traveling in a group, even a group of two, will re­
duce the threat posed to you. In the case of the levee attacks, each crime 
could have been prevented—one was stopped—by the presence of addi 
tional people. The only time that a group won't deter a possible crime is 
when an assailant is armed. In those cases, no numbers would help, and 
the best thing to do often is to comply. 
Personal alarms, mace, and other defenses can be effective, but aren't 
always affordable. Usually, however, their need can eliminated by using 
basic prevention. 
I he University Police has done a decent job of keeping students aware, 
even if they did wait until they were pressured by a few campus organiza­
tions to publish an alert after the levee attacks. While the levee incidents 
were under the jurisdiction of Stockton Police, UOP students could be at 
risk, and Public Safety has done well after realizing that. They have also 
done a'good job of publicizing means of defense and production through­
out the school year. Their efforts should be commended. 
Awareness will prevent most individual crimes from happening. Keep 
ing your head on your shoulders, and also keeping your head in good com 
pany, should keep the likelihood of these crimes from happening down. 
UOPIusses and Minuses 
PLUS: The on-line registration system has enabled some students to com­
plete registration in as quick as 15 seconds. 
MINUS: To Oregon State, for injuring UOP quarterback Craig Wheilan dur­
ing Saturday's game. 
MINUS: The customer service department of the Bookstore's computer di­
vision. If you want help, you must chase them down...or tear them awav 
from their computer games. 
PLUS: Physical Plant actually installed sprinklers in the new grass areas 
instead of making them rice farms like other campus lawns. 
MINUS: Physical Plant left the sprinklers running during the recent rain 
MINUS: I he finance Center is weeks behind in processing student pay­
ments and loans. ,y 
MINUS: Lack of central planning for Homecoming. 
PLUS: The UOP Community, for making Homecoming run well, regard­
less of the lack of planning. ° 
MINUS: The bomb scares at the Classroom buildings. Next time studv for 
your midterms! ' y 1 
PLUS: The UOP Women's swimming team took first place as a team at the 
Western Intercollegiate Invitational. Congrats! ' 
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
UOP needs half-time show 
Dear Editor: 
I attended the UOP vs. Northern Illi­
nois game, and 1 couldn't believe what I 
saw at halftime. Nothing! 
Who is in charge of the half-time 
entertainment? My ticket said "High 
School Band Day," but 1 saw no evidence 
of that. Bob Lee, your school made a kill­
ing playing Nebraska; how about flipping 
a few bucks for some dogs and frisbees? 
Why not pick two or three people from 
the crowd to kick field goals for Si per 
yard? How about giving Dan Chapman 
at the Stockton Ports a calf and learn a 
lesson about total entertainment? You 
wonder why attendance is so low. This 
could be one reason. 
John S. Kosich 
Stockton Resident 
This letter appeared previously in The Record 
of Stockton. 
Omega Phi Alpha: Padfican report about 
Homecoming incident misleading 
Dear Editor: 
This is a letter in response to the ar­
ticle regarding the assault on UOP police 
in the Nov. 3 edition of the Pacifican: 
To begin with, the title of the article 
is misleading. The party which took place 
at Omega Phi Alpha on Oct. 29, was not 
broken up by UOP police. The party was 
ended by members of the fraternity at the 
appropriate time. Public Safety never en­
tered the premises on the night in ques­
tion. 
Second, where it is stated "three 
brothers...were arrested..." does not refer 
to brothers of the fraternity. We find it 
important to clear up any confusion 
about this, the three men arrested were 
related. Third, Public Safety did not dis­
perse the party from the fraternity house 
1 he crowd, which gathered in response 
to seeing numerous police cars was dis­
persed by Public Safety. 
The previous incidents which are 
mentioned in the article are completely 
irrelevant to what occurred on Oct. 29, 
1994. Regarding the incident in 1992, al­
most all of our current active members 
were not members at the time this took 
place. These incidents serve only to fur­
ther sensationalize an article which is full 
of inaccuracies an very short on pertinent 
information. 
There seems to be some confusion as 
to when our event ended. The music and 
alcohol were shut off at 1 a.rrL Members 
of the fraternity were in the process.of 
escorting guests out of the house when 
an incident occurred. As it turns out the 
reason the incident occurred was because 
one of the individuals arrested, Mr 
Fa'aita, became upset when the serving 
of alcohol ceased precisely because of tlu 
1 a.m. shut down rule! 
We feel we are being publicly bashe 
for trying to enforce the school rules- " 
addition to this, a "fight" did not brea 
out in the house. Mr. Fa'aita was re 
strained while in the house and taken1)11 
as quickly as possible. The only lightmg 
We are being publicly 
bashed for trying to 
enforce the school rulcS' 
that took place was when the indivit i ^ 
who were taken into custody decide' 
resist arrest. Omega Phi Alpha shou 1 
be to blame for this. Since this ev ent h
aS 
taken place it has also come to our * ^ 
tion that this is a student with 3 ' | 
criminal record. Perhaps the *e 
should evaluate just who is recei 
scholarships. 
5ee Omega Phi Alpha Pa9e 
Nov. 10, 1994 OPINION PAGE5 
Omega Phi Alpha 
continued from page 4 
Omega Phi Alpha does not blame the 
football team for this incident; in fact 
three members of our chapter are cur­
rently on the football team. This and past 
incidents involved individuals who hap­
pened to play football. This is hardly 
grounds to place blame on the entire 
team. Just like it is ridiculous to blame 
the entire fraternity for this incident. 
Omega Phi Alpha would like to extend 
their appreciation to several members of 
the team who assisted in restraining Mr. 
Fa'aita. 
We find the statement, "Sanctions 
will be imposed after Student Life reviews 
the recommendations of the Greek Coun­
cil", extremely alarming. This implies 
that Omega Phi Alpha has already been 
found guilty of some wrongdoing weeks 
before a hearing on the matter has even 
taken place. Omega Phi Alpha will not 
stand for this type of shoddy and sensa-
tionalistic journalism, especially from a 
college age writer who should be focus­
ing on the facts at hand, not speculating 
about possible repercussions before one 
side of the story has even been made pub­
lic. 
What is happening to our school 
newspaper? What if a prospective student 
picked up a copy of the Nov. 3, 1994 is­
sue? This is what he/she would see, "UOP 
police assaulted while breaking up a fra­
ternity party" and "Man attacks two 
women on levee". Who in their right 
mind is going to want to come to UOP? 
Unfortunately a very positive event 
in which Omega Phi Alpha participated 
in, providing a safe environment for chil­
dren from the Anderson Y to trick or treat, 
was relegated to an all but unnoticeable 
article on page five. It is disheartening to 
see that when a fraternity does something 
positive it is barely acknowledged, but 
when it has yet to be proven to have done 
something negative it makes the front 
page. 
This and past incidents involved 
individuals who happened 
II. This is 
ma c 
l t 
to play football,
hardly grounds to place blame 
on the entire team. 
Omega Phi Alpha is very upset that 
the chairman of the Greek Peer Review 
Board is speculating about sanctions to 
The Pacitican before he has heard any­
thing from our chapter. This type of be­
havior is unprofessional and does not 
show any sort of objectivity. 
With regard to the woman who was 
allegedly punched during homecoming 
the incident has not been brought to our 
attention by the University. However, 
Omega Phi Alpha does not feel that we 
should shoulder the blame since obvi­
ously no fraternity members were in­
volved. We can not and should not have 
to watch every guest every minute of the 
party. We expect guests to conduct them­
selves in a civilized manner when on our 
premises. Those who do not will not be 
attending future functions. 
We feel that Omega Phi Alpha is be­
ing singled out when similar unfortunate 
events are happening elsewhere. 
It has come to our attention that an 
incident on Oct. 28 occurred during a 
party hosted by another fraternity has 
gone virtually unmentioned and will 
probably go unpunished. What kind of a 
double standard is this? A fight occurred 
at this party, one in which several people 
were involved and Public Safety had to 
respond. As a direct result of this fight the 
party was shut down early. Our party was 
already over when the problem hap­
pened, Public Safety was not needed to 
respond- the security officers which we 
pay for were already there! 
What does this say about equal treat­
ment in the Greek System? Is it any won­
der why certain fraternities do not get 
along? It seems that if one is in a belongs 
to certain organizations one can experi­
ence these types of problems without 
worrying about unduly drawing the at­
tention of the entire campus community. 
This is certainly not a good way to unite 
the Greek Community. 
Local fraternities have been getting 
the short end of the stick for quite some 
time now, but things seem to be getting 
quite ridiculous these days. In all fairness, 
problems can occur at any party no mat­
ter how many precautions are taken. 
What those in authority seem to miss is 
that these incidents involve individuals 
old enough to make their own decisions, 
intoxicated or not! Therefore, they should 
suffer the consequences of their actions 
as individuals. The .host organization 
should not suffer because one person (not 
affiliated with the organization) decides 
to act inappropriately at an event. 
We would greatly appreciate any let­
ters supporting our position to be sent to 
Omega Phi Alpha (through campus mail) 
so we may present them to those will ul­
timately determine the outcome of this 
whole unfortunate happening. 
R y a n  S t a n l e y  
P r e s i d e n t ,  O m e g a  P h i  A l p h a  
l il. Note: The Pacifican made repented at­
tempts to contact Mr. Stanley before the ar­
ticle went to press. Telephone calls to his resi­
dence went unreturned. 
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Academic 
Accounting Society 
American String Teachers Association 
Associated Students of Civil Engineering 
Associated Students of Engineering Management 
Association of Computing Machinery 
Calliope 
Graphic Designer's Association 
Health and LifeSciertoeClub 
Mar keting Club 
Math Club 
Music Management Qub 
I 'acific Music Therapy Association 
Pre-Dental Club 
I're-Pharmacy Student Association 
I 'ublic Relations Student Society of America (PRSSA) 
Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers 
College Association/Political 
Academy of Students of Phnnnacy 
Associated Engineering Students 
Associated Students of the University of tire Pacific (ASUOP) 
Associated Students for the School of Education 
College of tire Pacific Association 
Conservatory Senate 
Open Assembly of the School of International Studies 
Residence Hall Association 
Student Assoc. of School of Business & Public Administration 
University College Student Association 
Cultural 
African American Student Union 
Association of International Chinese Students 
Cambodian Student Association 
Hawaiian Club 
Hmong Student Association 
International Student Association 
FCilusan Filipino 
M.E.Ch.A 
Middle Eastern Student Association 
Milan 
Multicultural Student Association 
Greek Life 
Alpha Chi Omega 
Alpha Kappa Lambda 
Alpha Kappa Phi - Archania 
Delta Delta Delta 
Delta Gamma 
Greek Council 
Kappa Alpha I heta 
Omega Phi Alpha 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
Phi Delta I beta 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Honorary 
Alpha Lambda Delta (Freshman Scholarship) 
Beta Gamma Sigma (Business & Management) 
Gamma Sigma Alpha (Greek Academics) 
Order of Omega (Greek) 
Sigma Tau Delta (English) 
Tau Beta Pi (Engineering) 
Professional 
Alpha Chi Sigma (Chemistry) 
Delta Sigma Pi (Business) 
Kappa Psi (Pharmacy) 
lambda Kappa Sigma (Plunnacy) 
Mu Phi Epsilon (Music) 
Music Educator's National Conference 
National Society of Black Engineers 
Phi Alpha Delta (Unv) 
Phi Delta Chi (Pharmacy) 
Professional Fraternity Council 
RlioPi Phi (Pharmacy) 
Sigma Alpha Iota (Music) 
Recreational 
Badminton Club 
Men's Lacrosse 
Men's Soccer Club 
Pacific Ice Hockey 
Ultima te'Frisbee Club 
Women's Lacrosse Qub 
Religious 
Baha'i Club 
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship 
Christian Fellowship Group 
Christian Pharmacists Fellowship International 
Team Athletic Fellowsliip 
Special Interest 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Celebrate Diversity Week 
Citizens for Migrant Fa mi Workers 
Entrepreuner Club 
Pacific Admissions Welcoming Service 
Pacific Model United Nations 
Pipe Dream 
n • ioi 
Other 
Anderson Y Center 
The Facifican 
Responsible Options for Alcohol & Drugs (R.O.A.D.) ' 
Student Health Advisory Committee (SHAC) 
University Programming Board Education & Amusing limes (UI'BLA I) 
i. 
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT The Pacifican 
Movie Review 
Intense new 'Frankenstein/ disappointingly slow 'War' 
JASON MCFAtjL 
Pacif ican staff  writer 
"Mary Shelley's Frankenstein," 
starring Robert DeNiro and Kenneth 
Branagh, is one hell of a powerful 
movie. Not only is the music fantas­
tic and the imagery incredible, but 
the acting is intense and believable. 
1, however, only appreciated the 
movie for these' qualities. Unfortu­
nately, unless one is educated in the 
Mary Shelley version of the Franken­
stein movies, then much of this 
movie comes to the viewer as a shock. 
At least, that's how it was when 1 
saw it. The man behind me was snor­
ing, two people sitting to my left 
talked throughout the whole movie, 
and almost everyone else in the the­
ater laughed loudly at the most inap­
propriate scenes. 
The best thing I can say is that 
this is a very intense movie. I did not 
like the storyline, I did not like the 
ending, and I especially didn't like the 
crowd with whom 1 had to watch. 
Although I was rarely restless, and al­
though I can appreciate this movie for 
its entertainment value, it left a bad 
taste in my mouth. As for you, the 
reader, 1 would consider waiting un­
til this movie comes out on video, or 
seeing it during a matinee showing. I 
would've been upset that I paid full 
price, except that 1 get reimbursed. 
"The War," starring Elijah Wood 
and Kevin Costner was a disappoint­
ment. Personally, I was so excited to 
see this movie that 1 was relatively 
distraught when it wasn't released a 
week earlier. 
This movie was supposed to be 
great. I remember seeing the preview 
and telling my friend that this would 
be a good movie. Well, 1 was wrong. 
I was so wrong. 
This movie had its moments, but 
overall, I felt like 1 was watching a 
turtle run a marathon. It was such a 
slow movie and even worse, I knew 
exactly what was going to happen 
because of the previews. The pre­
views took the most inspiring scenes, 
and used them to sell the movie. Well, 
that's just great. 
But I tell you what—that pisses 
me off. If I knew I'd already know 
what was going to happen in the 
movie, then 1 would have just writ­
ten this review instead of going to see 
it. What a waste of my time. 
I'm gonna give Kevin Costner 
one more chance to make a good 
movie. Since "A Perfect World," and 
now "The War," I have not been too 
impressed. One more bomb, and I 
might have to discontinue my efforts 
to watch his movies. 
So I think it's relatively easy to 
anticipate my verdict for this movie. 
I give it a thumbs down, a dirty look, 
and an upset stomach. The movie 
had inspiring moments, but most of 
the inspiration I derived from this 
movie was my inspiration to leave. 
Both of these movies, "Mary 
Shelley's Frankenstein," and "The 
War," are better off if left alone. Once 
again, I'm gonna have to encourage 
you to rent videos and stay tough. 
Someday soon, a movie will come 
out that'll be fit for the almighty 
spending of your dollar. 
No live music; permit in Stockton costs $2,080 
continued from page 1 ' 
his business dramatically. 
"I was unaware that live music 
had to have a special permit. At the 
peak of the music scene we employed 
around 20 people. Now we are down 
to 4," I.usk said. 
I he Bull 'N Bear drew a crowd for 
food before 9 p.m. and music after 9 
p.m. 
"People don't stay as long as they 
used to (when there was live music)," 
said co-owner Darcy Koster. 
The Stockton Planning Commis­
sion thinks the price is justified. 
"It's a lot of money and we agree 
it's a lot of money," said senior plan­
ner Frank Alford. "We're not in this 
to make a profit. We based our cost 
on a study and that ($2,080) is the 
actual cost of processing the applica­
tion." 
Twelve University students be­
tween the ages of 20 and 25 were 
asked if live music had an influence 
on their decision when they planned 
an evening out. Nine said it made no 
difference. The overall sentiment of 
those polled regarding live music ap­
pears consistent, nevertheless. 
UOP senior Carri Crowley said, "I 
don't think that live entertainment 
should be abandoned." 
"Stockton's entertainment is in­
adequate for its residents," said senior 
Carla Galbraith. 
Junior Maia Friedman said that 
having little to do "causes tension 
between people because there is no­
where to hang out." 
Alford said Stockton is not trying 
to discourage live entertainment 
"The purpose of the permit is to 
give neighborhoods a chance to be 
heard and to determine the compat­
ibility in neighborhoods. Most com­
plaints come from neighborhood 
members. There are plenty of places 
(to locate establishments) without 
being in close to houses—for ex­
ample, shopping centers." 
Alford also said that there is no 
permit required to play a jukebox, as 
long as there is no dancing. 
Other cities handle the issue in 
different ways. 
Sacramento's alcoholic beverage 
permit fee is $3,440 with no addi­
tional fee for live music when that 
permit is requested at the same time. 
There is a separate application for live 
music that must be filed with the city 
manager's office with a fee of $1,000. 
If the live music permit is added later, 
then an additional $810 is added on! 
Total fees in Sacramento could hit a 
high of $5,250. 
In Modesto, the planning com­
mission doesn t charge anything if 
the proposed establishment is already 
built. The permit for dancing and live 
music is issued and controlled by the 
Modesto city police, and can be with­
drawn without prior notice. 
"Bars have the problems. It's a 
police problem and they can just jerk 
it (the license) without going to court. 
It's all built in," said Modesto plan­
ner Bob Cannell. 
Stockton's alcoholic beverage per­
mit fee of $2080 has no additional fee 
for live music or dancing when those 
permits are requested at the same 
time. If the live music permit and 
dancing are added later, then an ad­
ditional $2080 is charged. Total Stock­
ton fees could reach $4,160. 
So, while the Stockton fee appears 
high, it is actually lower than Sacra­
mento and provides more protection 
than in Modesto. 
The attitude of Stockton restau­
rant owners in not unanimous. At 
UJ's, manager Gus Aliferis has the re­
quired permit and said the live music 
Acclaimed 
Sylvan Winds 
to play in 
Stockton 
Pacif ican staff  
Friends of Chamber Music will 
present the Sylvan Wind Quintet in 
concert Saturday, Nov. 16 at 8 p.m. 
The performance will be at Temple 
Israel, a new Stockton site. 
The New York Times said it "has 
distinguished itself for its adven­
turesome programming and stylish 
performances" and its musicians 
"play their repertory with a song­
ful energy comparable to the better 
string ensembles." 
Although the quintet's core in­
strumentation is ten musicians 
(pairs of flutes, oboes, clarinets, 
horns and bassoons), many of the 
works they perform are written for 
a variety of instrumental groupings. 
UOP students (with student 
identification cards) are admitted 
free. Unreserved-seat tickets are 
available at the door for $15. 
Temple Israel is located at 5105 
N. El Dorado St. (at March Lane). 
draws a large crowd. "It's a nice 
crowd, UOP. I don't draw a young 
crowd — mostly people in their 30's 
and 40's. The fee (permit application 
fee) has always been there, but some 
people ignore it." 
Lusk said that in addition to his 
personal concern about Pepperoni's 
business he was concerned about 
Stockton's youth. 
"Young people need a safe place 
to socialize with people of the same 
age with similar interests. It's impor­
tant to offer today's youth something 
they like. Some community centers 
won't offer something for everyone. 
All young people like music. It makes 
them happy. Happy people don't 
cause trouble." 
Entertainment in Stockton: Where to find it 
Establishment 
Basil's 
Blackwater Cafe 
Bull 'N Bear 
Catfish Cafe 
il Dorado Brewing Co. 
The Graduate 
Mcfiy's 
Pepperoni's 
Tremors 
UJ's 
Food Alcohol Live Musk Dancing Video Games Darts 
No Yes No No No Yes 
Yes Yes Yes Yes N/A N/A 
Yes Yes No No No Yes 
Yes Yes Summer Summer No No 
Yes Yes No No No No 
Yes Yes No No Yes Yes 
Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes 
Yes Yes No No Yes N/A 
Yes Yes DJ Yes Yes Yes 
Yes Yes Yes Yes N/A N/A 
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Edie Brickell's " 
J O E L  S C H W I T Z E R  
Pacif ican s taff  writer  
When i heard of its impending 
release, I was prepared to hate "Pic­
ture Perfect Morning," the first solo 
album by Edie Brickell. However, I 
soon learned to forget those initial 
pangs of doubt. 
Her former band, the New Bohe­
mians, came out of my hometown of 
Dallas, where I have fond memories 
of seeing them perform in small, in­
timate venues. When Geffen signed 
them in 1988 and insisted on putting 
Brickell's name in front of the rest of 
the band, it became obvious it was 
only a matter of time before the heart 
of the band was relegated to near-ob­
scurity. This is too bad, as the musi­
cal interplay between Edie Brickell's 
ethereal vocals and the distinctive 
Picture Perfect Morning'' proves a worthwhile buy 
sound of the band was a perfect 
match. 
Notably missing from the new 
album are Kenny Withrow's fluid gui­
tar, reminiscent of Jerry Garcia, and 
John Bush's inspired percussion play­
ing. I once saw Bush backing poet 
Kathleen Clary Rodger; his knack for 
expressing the mood of a piece 
through his choice of instruments 
and style is incredible. Withrow, Bush 
and New Bo's bassist Brad Mauser do 
make appearances on the album, but 
this time it's all Brickell's show, and 
their talents are buried underneath 
the oddly heavy production of hus­
band Paul Simon. 
The album has some very strong 
guest stars. On "Stay Awhile," folk 
legend David Bromberg's slide guitar 
interacts playfully with the piano of 
New Orleans legend Dr. John, while 
Cultural diversity 
opens at Haggin 
Pacif ican s taff  
On Sunday, Nov. 13, a special 
exhibition featuring the works of 
photographer Mary Altier will open 
at the Haggin Museum. More than 
sixty color photographs will be on 
view in the Upper West Gallery 
through Jan. 8, 1995. 
Ihese photographic images ex­
amine the cultures of seven distinct 
ethnic and religious minorities on 
three different continents. 
I or over nine years, Mary Altier 
ias traveled to remote areas of the 
world to photograph minority 
Peoples. Rich in color and scenery, 
t« r photographs show men, women 
an children involved in a range of 
everyday activities. They document 
c colorful festivals, native dances, 
nicjue rituals and other cultural 
practices of these minority groups. 
' tier's interest in minority 
°UPS reflects her concern with 
growing pressure for all people of 
photo exhibition 
Museum 
the world to be the same and the 
tendency for one group to become 
dominant over other groups 
through the use of violence. 
"This exhibition is my small at­
tempt to educate the public in an 
effort to diminish both of these 
world trends," Altier said. 
On Thursday, Nov. 17 at 7:30 
p.m., Altier will present a lecture at 
the museum. She will describe her 
travels to remote areas of the world 
and the various ethnic minorities 
she has photographed. 
Museum doors open at 7 p.m. 
for the lecture, with seating on a 
first-come, first-served basis. 
The Haggin Museum is open 
Tuesday through Sunday, 1:30-5 
p.m. Admission to both the mu­
seum and this special exhibition is 
free. A donation of $2 for adults and 
$ 1 for children and seniors is greatly 
appreciated. 
? ^ 0nnell/ Mayne perform at Haggin Museum 
0 celebrate Thanksgiving season on Sunday 
Nov rl' facuHy mercibers are featured in a Thanksgiving concert Sunday, 
Audn Sgm Museum, 
givjn.i ^ rt£ .9 Connell will perform a program of spirituals and songs of Thanks-
ffomw t • *'eat'1er Mayne will present readings of poetry and narrative 
A no 'nt'ud'n8 Langston Hughes and Maya Angelou. 
in the c ar Ptr^orrner in Stockton, O'Connell is a professor of music therapy 
witH tht°r^rV^°r^' ^ost recently, she appeared in "A Little Night Music" 
a trombone quartet harmonizes in 
the background. Dr. John's playing is 
always a pleasure to listen to; the slow 
New Orleans style jazz here could 
have come directly off of his 1983 al­
bum "The Brightest Smile in Town" 
or from his soundtrack work for the 
1990 film "Blaze." 
I his New Orleans sound is also 
evident on the opening track "Tomor­
row Comes," featuring Neville broth­
ers Art and Cyril on organ and per­
cussion, respectively. The way the or­
gan weaves itself into the melody is a 
treat for the ears. 
Paul Simon also plays on 
"Green," one of the highlights of the 
album. It is a well-written song about 
envy and the way the grass looks on 
the other side of the fence. 
'I he choice of guest musicians 
goes horribly awry on "Good Times." 
Restaurant review 
Seventies icon Barry White comes 
out of where-are-they now limbo to 
deliver one of his deep voiced quasi-
romantic soliloquies. "Oh baby. I 
don't have to go anywhere right now. 
You want some more of this..." If 
played for the cheesy aspects inher­
ent in White, it would have worked 
with hilarious effect. Unfortunately 
they were serious and I just pray that 
this one isn't released as a single. 
All in all, "Picture Perfect Morn­
ing" is a worthwhile buy. I was de­
lighted that my original expectations 
were inaccurate. Don't overlook 
1989's instant classic "Shooting 
Rubbcrbands at the Stars," and strong 
1991 follow-up "Ghost of a Dog." 
These are necessities to get a true feel­
ing of Brickell's talents. 
Shannon's Lakeside Grill fails to 
measure up to reputation 
HeathT° P'ayerS" 
informed tr yne *s a professor in the English department and has performed 
The W'^ C°nneU for students and faculty on campus, 
come f;, ?ncert begins at 3 p.m. and admission is free. Seating is on a first-
"C first-served basis. 
. .  .  - *  t v v  .  
BRIAN MITCHELL 
Pacif ican staff  writer  
On special assignment to 
Shannon's Lakeside Grill, my dining 
companion and I arrived there at 5 
p.m. last Friday night. I made reser­
vations to be sure we would get a table-
but that quickly proved to be a waste 
of time. 
The restaurant was like a lonely 
prairie field in the middle of nowhere, 
l or the longest time we were the only 
customers ordering dinner. It felt 
strange having the whole restaurant 
to ourselves. 
The hostess put us in a corner of 
the restaurant with an unfortunate fly 
problem. Throughout our entire meal 
we were constantly being attacked by 
a team of flies. I don't mind flies at a 
picnic or barbecue, where they seem 
natural, but inside a fancy North 
Stockton restaurant it is inexcusable. 
I politely asked the waiter if he 
would do something about the flies. 
He ignored the problem. Apparently 
the flies didn't bother him. 
Tor appetizers we had chowder. 
My dining companion's meal came 
with a cup of chowder so that was an 
easy decision. I ordered a bowl of 
chowder. We both ordered sodas 
which, to our annoyance, didn't 
come with refills. 
My main course was a New York 
steak sandwich. My eating compan­
ion had grilled chicken and pasta. 
After we finished ordering our 
meal, the waiter returned with French 
bread on a wooden chop block and 
our clam chowder. The chowder was 
chunky, the way I like it. The French 
Shannon's Lakeside Grill 
4772 Quail Lakes Drive, Stockton 
Phone: (209) 952-1637 
Price Range (per person): 19-116 
# I 
1 =Avoid it, 2=Fair, not too bad, 
3=Very Good, 4=Truly Outstanding 
bread was fine until a couple of flies 
landed on it and we decided not to 
eat it anymore. Halfway through our 
clam chowder the waiter arrived with 
our main course. 
My steak sandwich was not that 
great. There was a lot of fat around 
the edge of the steak, so I cut it away 
and lost about half the steak. The 
bread was soggy and didn't taste that 
good. The sparse amount of French 
fries were tasty. The soda was so full 
of ice it barely had anv soda in it at 
all. 
My dining companion's chicken 
and pasta were quite bland. The 
chicken was supposed to be grilled, 
except it tasted like it sat in water for 
days and was then quickly thrown on 
the grill at the last minute. 
The pasta and vegetables were 
fine but the poor quality of the 
chicken ruined the meal. 
1 finished the fat-free part of my 
steak, stabbed the bread awhile, and 
put the fries out of their misery. 
We were still hungry but we 
didn't want to risk a bad dessert. The 
food was too bland for me to recom­
mend this restaurant. I will not go 
back. 
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Lyle Lovett, Large Band rock in Sacramento 
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JOEL SCHWITZER 
Pacif ican staff  writer  
Lyle Lovett and his Large Band 
rolled into Sacramento on Monday, 
Oct. 24 to play at the Community 
Center Theatre. 
The band consisted of Lovett, a 
drummer, percussionist, horn section, 
strings, and backup singers. There 
were, at times, close to 20 people on­
stage providing entertainment to an 
appreciative audience. 
The show began around 7:45 p.m 
and ended with the near-sellout 
crowd clamoring for more two-and-
a-half hours later. The first part of the 
show consisted solely of material from 
the newest release, "I Love Every­
body." Quirky songs such as "Pen­
guins," "Record Lady," "Hello 
Grandma," and others received a 
strong response from the adoring fans 
in Sacramento. 
For the song "Fat Babies," Lovett 
guilt-tripped the audience into sing­
ing along with the odd chorus "l at 
babies have no pride...That's all right, 
who needs pride." He told everyone 
not to feel pressured into singing 
along, but to do whatever they felt 
like. The first time the chorus came 
around, not a person in the audience 
sang along. 1 was paying so much at­
tention to the lyrics and performance, 
it just kind of slipped my mind. After 
more passive-aggressive pleading, the 
audience was finally ca­
joled into a sing-a-long. 
A little over an hour 
later, Lovett finally be­
gan to address his ear­
lier work, breaking into 
the dreamy "If 1 Had a 
Boat," off the 1987 al­
bum "Pontiac." The au­
dience needed no 
prompting to sing 
along. 
One of the high 
points of the show was 
Lyle Lovett 
"Friend of the Devil," a Grateful Dead 
tune covered by Lovett and Little 
Feat's keyboardist Bill Payne on the 
tribute album "Deadicated." This ar­
rangement of the song is considered 
by some to be even better than the 
Dead's. 
The entire band came out at the 
end of the main set to participate in 
the crowd-pleasing "Church." The 
lyrics tell the story of a preacher who 
just won't stop his sermon despite 
hunger and nervous fidgeting among 
the churchgoers. A hilarious song, it 
is emphasized by the fine backup 
singers who portray the choir. The au­
dience clapped and sang along, hav­
ing a whole lot of fun in the process. 
Among the many members of the 
band, one who stood 
out and delivered an im­
pressive performance 
was cellist John Hagen. 
This man can get sounds 
out of his instrument 
that leave the listener 
wondering how he does 
it. Hagen is an incredibly 
talented musician whose 
solos left the entire au­
dience awestruck. 
The only flaw in the 
evening's performance 
was the conspicuous absence of Rickie 
Lee Jones singing backup vocals on 
"North Dakota." Jones, best known 
for her 1979 jazz-pop hit "Chuck E's 
in Love" does a phenomenal job 
backing Lovett on several tracks on 
the current album and 1992's "Joshua 
Judges Ruth." While the uninitiated 
listener would not have noticed this 
absence, it seemed to leaveagapj 
hole in the arrangement (then a 
maybe it has something to doL 
the fact that I'm a big Rickie Leej0n 
fan). 
Listening to the album after th, 
show, 1 was impressed with thew* 
the studio versions lived up to the 
energy of live performance, it Wl! 
more than a little disappointingt, 
find that it did not include the crowd 
pleaser "You're Not From Texas" 
song that underscores the Texan pre. 
occupation with the fact that theyi 
from the greatest state in the union 
Lovett could not help spendinge 
great deal of time talking about ] 
home state. 
All in all, it was an enjoyable 
evening in support of an incredible 
album. Lovett has successfully broken 
out of the country niche in which 
everyone tried to stick him. He c 
now be appreciated for his fantastie 
songwriting and performance! 
ties. 
CD review 
Brian Ferry's smooth, suave sound 
CARRIE HAYWARD 
Pacif ican Staff  Writer 
Spin magazine writer Mark 
Blackwel! perfectly describes Brian 
Ferry when he says the singer seems 
to live in a world of "vast empty pent­
houses where he can hole up with 
dead-eyed blondes and dream of re­
mote Scottish islands." Indeed, 
Ferry's music runs like a soundtrack 
for impeccably-tailored, cosmopoli­
tan nights spent prowling the hotels, 
dance halls and streets of New York. 
"Mamouna," Ferry's first album 
since 1989's "Taxi," represents his tri­
umph over five years of writers' 
block. One of the things which 
helped revive his creativity was col­
laboration with Roxy Music 
bandmate Brian lino. lino's distinc­
tive touch can be heard throughout 
the album, especially on "Wildcat 
Days," which he co-wrote with Ferry. 
Ambient noise and lush atmo­
spherics abound in the Ferry/Eno 
soundscape. Ferry's husky, under­
stated delivery lends itself well to the 
sinuously smooth melodies, though 
the lyrics are sometimes lost in the 
effect. 
The songs flow together, acting 
as a cohesive whole, rather than ten 
distinct, radio-ready singles. Still, 
each one has unique merit, from the 
funky "N.Y.C." to the sumptuous 
"Your Painted Smile." Never has emo­
tional emptiness been more accu­
rately conveyed through music 
alone. 
Mamouna takes the listener on an 
evocative emotional journal through 
a variety of exotic states of mind and 
being. 
Mom s Dream 
• Stay Home 
• Lose Weight 
• Make Money 
Ixve loot over 40lbo 
in the firot 90 dayo, 
e3 made $5,200 
For more info call-
(209) 942-6844 
\M t E D n 
P I C K S  
THE ROSEMARYS • VARIOUS ARTIST 
PORTISHEAD 
' J 
11.99 CD 7.99 CS 11.99 CD 7.99 CS 11.99 CD 7.99 CS 
THE MIGHTY BOSSTONES • BOBBY WOMACK 
OUBTDN Ttt iwtwnu 
11.99 CD 7.99 CS 11.99 CD 7.99 CS 
OPEN 9AM TO MIDNIGHT EVERYDAY! SALE ENDS 
9.99 CD 5.99 CS 
11/** 
STOCKTON 
6623 Pacific Avenue 
Lincoln Village 
, UAJO" „«OUGHO0lC* 
NOW PLRVING 
McCaffrey Center Theatre 
JMfi 
"No, no I distinctly remember telling you that the 
Qirl goes into the cake after you cook it." 
COOK Prr CflftTMrJ 60 ' 
Sue's RenuA itvro 
HgK. flgiZoBico CutSS, 
MmH. Sue ters 
USFVH («To IT. Cov^ES 
QJEflHbflH 70 ctoss 
Ar-ID COTS (f ALL 
^ our.' 
T've PsfloM 
6cttA stop 
wewtiMG- rM 
tPfltp-rnAio To 
AetZofttOS . 
PACIFICAN CARTOONS 
B O H E M I A  
by Scott Sclsor 
r:""'sni,,<"ODAYfSP£Ct/lOO'-1 
£M3rwflssiwG-f class 
THOOOH... J DAS OVSR 
>• TLJ£Nfq 
/y Y^sf\ vmiAnrres 
"The Client" 
Based on the novel by best-sell­
ing author John Grisham, this grip­
ping film tells the story of a young 
boy who becomes a pawn in a battle 
between the police, the mob and the 
lawyer who works to protect him 
(Rated R, Nov. 10-Nov. 13) 
"Peeping Tom " 
The last great film by the late 
Michael Powell, "Peeping lorn" is a 
unique and disturbing film about a 
young man whose obsessions with 
filmmaking, sex and fear have grown 
into one. A highly controversial film 
which was cut and banned at initial 
release. (Rating not available, Nov. 
15-Nov. 16) 
IDE PHOT 
Weehlii Events Calendar 
Call S4G-2IIS to gef qour evenf listed 
, SAN FELIPE 
CRILL 
CALIFORNIA FRESH TAQDERIA 
FRESH FISH TACOS 
OARIJC PRAWNS 
FRESH DEEP FRIED OYSTERS 
CHICKEN. CARNITAS. CARNE ASADA 
BLACK BEANS OUR SPECIALTY 
ICE COIJ) FRESH SQUEEZED LEMONADE 
FRESH STEAMED ARTICHOKES 
ft'rrAr/wujr /%' Gitpenr fo-.h/t 
QUALITY DRIVE-THRU 
PHONE ORDERS 952-6261 
4601 PACIFIC AVE 
I BLOCK SOUTH OF MARCH LANE 
^ C>& Co-K&,C 
cordial ly  invites  you to  
j°in in celebrating our * 
@ & led, ten, &0-CC4C 
2cc cC ^  efr, *7t & v-e ett, 6-e % / 3 * 
... one o clock in the afternoon # 
until five o'clock in the evening $ 
* ^7 Pacific Avenue • Stockton, CA *+* 
on the Miracle TVIilo *** 
Pearl Jam • Green Day • Therapy • Tool • Bad Religion 
REPLA 
C D  -  L A S E R  V I D E O  -  T A P E  
y  I N Y L  R E C  O  R D S  
840 Benjamin Holt Drive • Stockton, CA 95207 
M o n - S a f  1  0  A M  -  1  0 P M  •  S u n d a y s  1  2  -  8  P  M  
' 
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Women's Volleyball plays UC-Irvine Nov. 11 and Long Ik'aeli St. N 
the A.G. Spanos Center. Both games begin at 7:30 p.m. 
A A A A 
Thursday 
Nov. 10 
12 in 
"The Client" playing at 
McCaffrey Theater, 8 p.m. 
ON CAMPUS 
Entrepreneurship Club meet­
ing. Weber 101. 12 Noon. 
Mortar Board meeting. 12 
Noon. 
Language Tables. Japanese, 
French & Spanish, 5 p.m. Chi­
nese, German & Russian. 6 
p.m. Bechtel Center. 
Hmong Student Association 
meeting. WPC 130. 6 p.m. 
Drama and Dance. "Igno­
rance is Beast" and "Wedding 
Bets." $8 general admission 
and $4 UOP students, faculty 
and staff. DeMarcus Brown 
Studio Theater. 8 p.m. Per­
forming through Nov. 12, and 
from Nov. 17-19. 
Hawaiian Club Meeting. 
McCaffrey Center Conf. Room 
9 p.m. 
"The Client" playing at 
McCaffrey Theater, 8 p.m. 
TIGER HOME SPORTS 
Men's Basketball. Shell & 
Widmen Knights (exhibition). 
Spanos Center, 7:30 p.m. 
A A A A 
Friday 
Nov. 11 
ON CAMPUS 
University Symphony Orches­
tra. Michael Allard, Conduc­
tor. Faye Spanos Concert Hall, 
8 p.m. 
TIGER HOME SPORTS 
Women's volleyball vs. UC 
Irvine. Spanos Center, 7:30 
p.m. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Friday Night Live. The best 
and worst science fiction films! 
Craig Anderson will guide you 
through science fiction film 
land. Barnes & Noble Book­
store, Stockton. 7:30 p.m. 
Drama. "Bum This." R-rated 
drama. Tickets $7. Up Stage U 
Theater. Out Post Coffee Shop, 
535 W. Harding Way, Stock­
ton. 8 p.m. Playing through 
Nov. 12. For more info. 466-
3857. 
A A A A 
Saturday 
Nov. 12 
ON CAMPUS 
Pacific Orchestral Strings Day. 
Faye Spanos Concert Hall, Re­
cital Hall, Rehearsal Center & 
Buck Hall. 8 a.m. For more 
info, call ext. 3201. 
Seminar. "Destination MBA" 
for minority students inter­
ested in pursuing a masters in 
business administration. Free. 
Sheraton Palace Hotel, ST. 9 
a.m. 
A A A A 
Sunday 
Nov. 13 
"The Client" playing at 
McCaffrey Theater, 8 p.m. 
TIGER HOME SPORTS 
Women's volleyball vs. Long 
Beach State. Spanos Center, 
7:30 p.m. 
ON CAMPUS 
The Ultimate Frisbee Club. 
Have fun and play ultimate 
frisbee with us. Faculty and 
staff are encouraged to partici­
pate. Sunken field. 3 p.m. Ev­
ery Sunday. 
Delta Delta Delta's Annual 
Spaghetti Fest. Proceeds ben­
efit children's cancer research. 
$5 for dinner, $8 per couple or 
$12 for dinner and shirt. Tri-
Delt house. 5:30 p.m. 
Colliver Lecture. "Rescuing the 
Bible from Fundamentalism," 
Bishop John Shelby Spong. 
Sponsored by the Religious 
Studies Department." Long 
Theater. 8 p.m. 
"The Client" playing at 
McCaffrey Theater, 8 p.m. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Music. Delta Valley Women's 
Chorus presents, "Winter Fan­
tasies: Songs of the season." 
Grace UMC, 1625 N. Lincoln 
St., 4 p.m. 
A A A A 
Monday 
Nov. 14 
ASUOP Senate meeting. Open 
to all students. McCaffrey Cen­
ter Conference Room. 9 p.m. 
ON CAMPUS 
Lecture. "Homosexuality and 
the Bible: Was Paul Gay?" 
Free. Sponsored by the Reli­
gious Studies Dept. Morris 
Chapel. 9:30 p.m. 
Film. Bishop Spong in Media 
Dialogue. Free. Sponsored by 
the Religious Studies Dept. 
Sears 114. 11 a.m. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Stockton Farmers' Market. 
15th Anniversary Celebration. 
Under the cross-town freeway 
between El Dorado and San 
Joaquin Streets. 7 a.m. 
A A • A 
Tuesday 
Nov. 15 
ON CAMPUS 
Used Book Sale. 50 cent paper­
backs, $1 hardbacks. UOP li­
brary lobby. 11 a.m. 
Public Relations Student Soci­
ety of America meeting. 
Knoles Hall 210. 12 Noon 
Chinese Club meeting. WPC 
202. 6:30 p.m. 
Lecture. "AIDS Awareness: We 
know how to protect ourselves, 
but why don't we?" Bechtel 
Center 7 p.m. 
"Peeping Tom" playing at 
McCaffrey Theater, 8 p.m. 
Music. Charles Schilling, 
Harpsichord. Morris Chapel, 8 
p.m. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Game Night. Enjoy a game of 
cards, Scrabble, chess, Trivial 
Pursuit, backgammon or 
checkers. Barnes & Noble 
Bookstore, Stockton. 6 p.m. 
A A A A 
Wednesday 
Nov. 16 
ON CAMPUS 
World On Wednesday Lecture. 
"Foreign Policy and the Me­
dia," Brian E. Klunk, Associate 
Prof, of Political Science at 
UOP. How recent develop­
ments in the media affect 
American views of the world. 
Free. Lunch will be served to 
UOP students. Bechtel Center. 
12:30 p.m. 
Gay Student Union meeting. 
Anderson Y. 6 p.m. 
Lecture. "The Emerging 
Church of the 90." Discussion 
with Stockton Clergy. Free. Re­
ligious Studies Dept. Colliver 
101. 2 p.m. 
Lecture. "Resurrection: Myth 
or Reality?" Free. Sponsored by 
the Religious Studies Dept. 
Long Theater. 7:30 p.m. 
and Asia. Sponsored by the 
Stockton Chapter of 
Hadassah. Free. Dessert and 
coffee will be served. Georqe 
Wilson Hall. 7 p.m.. 
Fr 
No 
ON1 
Lecture. Floyd Cochran, and I CM 
ex-Aryan Nations leader, "An La Do 
Inside Look at the Aryan Na- Lmin1 
tions." Free, but donations will L" by $ 
be accepted. Morris Chapel. 8 Eei# 
p.m. fctoran 
ilDii 
"Peeping Tom" playing at LertHo 
McCaffrey Theater, 8 p.m. |hrooi) 
Public Relations Student Soci­
ety of America meeting. 
Knoles Hall 9 p.m. 
TIGER HOME SPORTS 
Men's Basketball. Perth Wild­
cats (exhibition). Spanos Cen­
ter 7:30 p.m. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Chess Night at Blackwater 
Cafe, 912 N. Yosemite Ave., 
Stockton. 6 p.m. 
A 
S( 
Slide Presentation. "California 
Forests and Woodlands: A 
Natural History," by author 
and photographer, Verna 
Johnston. Free. Refreshments 
will be served. Tillie Lewis The­
ater at Delta College. 8 p.m. 
re 
ends 
J1KM 
A A A • 
Thursday 
Nov. 17 
get 
tv 
lian 
m 
i 
ON CAMPUS 
Language Tables. Japanese, 
French & Spanish, Bechtel 
Center, 5 p.m. Chinese, Ger­
man & Russian. Bechtel Cen­
ter, 6 p.m. 
: 
Demonstration. "Massage 
Therapy," by Ann Geiger. Free 
demonstrations and lessons. 
Sponsored by Price House, 
RHA and EAC. Price Hah 
Lounge. 8 p.m. 
Italian Film Festival. "Rocco 
and His Brothers." An epic 
domestic tragedy portrays a 
Sicilian peasant family's im­
migration to the northern city 
of Milan. Free. $5 suggested 
donation. WPC 140. 6:30 p.m. 
Drama and Dance. "Ig"0' 
ranee is Beast" and "Wedding 
Bets." $8 general admission 
and $4 UOP students, faculty 
and staff. DeMarcus Brown 
Studio Theater. 8 p.m. Fer" 
forming through Nov. 19. 
"True Lies" playing 
McCaffrey Center, 8 p.m. 
at 
Lecture. Dr. Deborah S. Rubin, 
"From Nairobi to Beijing: As­
sessing a Decade of Change 
for Women in South Africa 
CALENDAR PACE 11 
ION CAMPUS 
Vhumber Operas. 
| Donna" by Arthur 
tin and "A Hand of 
t»y Samuel Barber/text 
,otti. Mark Ross Clark, 
[unci George Buckbee, I Director. Faye Spanos 
| Hall, 8 p.m. Contin-
mjh Nov. 19. 
Lies" playing at 
> Center, 8 p.m. 
(OFF CAMPUS 
| Workshop. 92 West 
i the Miracle Mile. For 
o. Cutie 946-7726. 
'S|BA AAA 
ciI Saturday 
'••Nov. 19 
ON CAMPUS 
**"(jistrotion for Spring 
Living Harvest Dance, 
t or more cans of food 
IS1 otf admission to the 
•Sponsored by the Cum-
l Student Association. 
MKion. Raymond Great 
| p m. 
Vocal Performance 
faye Spanos Concert 
Natal Hall, Buck Hall & 
pai Center. 9 a.m. 
at Lies" playing 
Pr,'v Center, 8 p.m. 
r R HOME SPORTS 
J111 vs. San Jose State. 
Padium, 1:30 p.m. 
°FF CAMPUS 
V Faire. Hand-crafted 
ns for sale made by the 
•J* arici staff of the San 
j Activity Center. Free. 
Alpine Ave., Stockton. 9 
fencan Train Show. 
F 000 model trains, op-
T^ilroads, and railroad 
« S.S/adults. Oakland 
• Noon. Today and 
834^5^ m0r<? inf°" 
A A A A 
Sunday 
Nov. 20 
ON CAMPUS 
"True Lies" playing at 
McCaffrey Center, 8 p.m. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Music. Delta Valley Young 
Singers presents, "Chansons 
d'Hiver" songs of wintertime. 
Grace UMC, 1625 N. Lincoln 
St., 4 p.m. 
• A A A 
Monday 
Nov. 21 
ON CAMPUS 
Pacific Arts Woodwind Quin­
tet: Matthew Krejci, flute; Tho­
mas Nugent, Oboe; William 
C. Dominik, clarinet; Donald 
DaGrade, bassoon; and 
George L. Nemeth, horn. Faye 
Spanos Concert Hall, 8 p.m. 
ASUOP Senate meeting. Open 
to all students. McCaffrey Cen­
ter Conference Room. 9 p.m. 
TIGER HOME SPORTS 
Women's basketball. SVSE-
Hungary (exhibition). Spanos 
Center, 7:30 p.m. 
A A A A 
Tuesday 
Nov. 22 
ON CAMPUS 
Exhibition. Carl X. Hauser. 
Mixed Media-Neon Sculpture. 
UOP Art Gallery in McCaffrey 
Center. 8 a.m. 
Public Relations Student Soci­
ety of America meeting. 
Knoles Hall 210. 12 Noon 
Italian Film Festival. "Three 
Brothers." Peasant life and the 
family bond are viewed from 
the prism of loss and idealiza­
tion, as three brothers return 
home to their family village 
for the funeral of their mother. 
Free. $5 suggested donation. 
WPC 140. 6:30 p.m. 
A A A A 
Wednesday 
Nov. 23 
ON CAMPUS 
Gay Student Union meeting. 
Anderson Y. 6 p.m. 
Public Relations Student Soci­
ety of America meeting. 
Knoles Hall. 9 p.m. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Chess Night at Blackwater 
Cafe, 912 N. Yosemite Ave., 
Stockton. 6 p.m. 
A A A A 
Thursday 
Nov. 24 
ON CAMPUS 
Language Tables. Japanese, 
French & Spanish, 5 p.m. Chi­
nese, German & Russian. 6 
p.m. Bechtel Center. 
A A A A 
Friday 
Nov. 25 
TIGER HOME SPORTS 
Women's volleyball vs. Louisi­
ana State. Community 
Banker's Classic, Spanos cen­
ter at 7:30 p.m. 
A A 
Saturday 
Nov. 26 
TIGER HOME SPORTS 
Women's volleyball. Consola­
tion and championship 
match. Community Banker's 
Classic, Spanos Center at 5:30 
p.m. 
A A A A 
Sunday 
Nov. 27 
ON CAMPUS 
The Ultimate Frisbee Club. 
Have fun and play ultimate 
frisbee with us. Faculty and 
staff are encouraged to partici­
pate. Sunken Field. 3 p.m. Ev­
ery Sunday. 
A A 
Monda 
Nov. 2 'J 
ON CAMPUS 
ASUOP Senate meeting. Open 
to all students. McCaffrey Cen­
ter Conference Room. 9 p.m. 
Tuesday 
Nov. 29 
ON CAMPUS 
Public Relations Student Soci­
ety of America meeting. 
Knoles Hall 210. 12 Noon 
University Concert Band. Eric 
Hammer, Conductor. Faye 
Spanos Concert Hall, 8 p.m. 
"Animal House" playing at 
McCaffrey Center, 8 p.m. 
TIGER HOME SPORTS 
Men's basketball vs. Santa 
Clara. Spanos Center, 7:30 
p.m. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Game Night. Enjoy a game of 
cards, Scrabble, chess, Trivial 
Pursuit, backgammon or 
checkers. Barnes & Noble 
Bookstore, Stockton. 6 p.m. 
A A A A 
Wednesday 
Nov. 30 
ON CAMPUS 
Gay Student Union meeting. 
Anderson Y. 6 p.m. 
"Animal House" playing at 
McCaffrey Center, 8 p.m. 
Public Relations Student Soci­
ety of America meeting. 
Knoles Hall. 9 p.m. 
TIGER HOME SPORTS 
Women's basketball vs. BYU. 
Spanos center, 7:30 p.m. 
OFF CAMPUS 
Chess Night. Blackwater Cafe, 
912 N. Yosemite Ave., Stock­
ton. 6 p.m. 
A A A A 
Thursday 
Dec. 1 
ON CAMPUS 
Language Tables. Japanese, 
Trench & Spanish, 5 p.m. Chi­
nese, German & Russian. 6 
p.m. Bechtel Center. 
"Clear and Present Danger" 
playing at McCaffrey Theater, 
8 p.m. 
CREEK 
WEEK 
Schedule of Events 
A A A A 
Wednesday,  Nov.  16 
Opening Ceremony 
Wear your letters. 
Hand Hall, 4:30 p.m. 
A A A A 
Thursday,  Nov.  17 
Lip Sync Contest 
McCaffrey Center, 
11:30 a.m. 
A A A A 
Friday,  Nov.  18  
Relay Race Day 
Knoles Lawn, 4 p.m. 
A A A A 
Saturday,  Nov.  19 
Tug of War 
Knoles Lawn, 9 a.m. 
Closing Event 
Tailgate Lunch 
Sunken Field, 
11:30 a.m. 
Wont on event listed 
In The Calendar? 
It's Free! 
Call Tanislia 
ar 846-2115. 
i 
I 
' 1 
10. The tiger: 
hear me roar! 
9. Morris Chapel: |f 
rise to the occasi 
8. Fraternities: I'm 
drunk, wanna sci 
7. Campus dining 
services: are you 
going to eat that 
6. Mentor seminar: 
that deep enoug 
Photo courtesy of the Holt-Atlierton Library 
5. The freshman: 
quick—my room 
mate will be bad 
fifteen minutes. 
G R E G  C H R I S T E N S E N  
Pacifican guest writer John liuir 
He was one of tile most famous 
environmentalists of all time. He 
founded the Sierra Club, and was in­
strumental in raising environmental 
consciousness around the nation. 
The University's own Holt-
Atherton Library is fortunate enough 
to house the John Muir Collections, 
with over 75 percent of tire famed 
environmentalist's works. Personal 
essays, journals, notebooks, sketches, 
and pictures complied throughout his 
life make up the collection. 
"Its the best collection compiled 
in California history," claims history 
Professor Ron Limbaugh, who is also 
the director of John Muir Center for 
Regional Studies. Limbaugh was ac­
tively involved in obtaining the pa­
pers for the University. "The Muir 
family has rights to the collection, 
and it is here on an indefinite loan 
basis with them," said Limbaugh. 
I he collection hasn't always been 
here, according to Limbaugh, who 
noted "the accumulation was started 
in Bancroft Library at Uie University 
of California at Berkeley, but during 
the free speech movement of the 
1960s the family became concerned 
for the collection and started talking 
to UOP." 
Muir, recognized as the father of 
the national park system, spent his 
life traveling through the wilderness 
and leaning the value of conserva­
tion. Aside from a brief stay at the 
University of Wisconsin, he was self 
taught in botany, geology, biology, 
and Latin. His teachings and wisdom 
helped create his comprehensive col­
lection of personal journals, note­
books, notes, sketches, and photo­
graphs. 
The John Muir papers include 
nearly seven thousand items of cor­
respondence, including letters to and 
from such Presidents as Theodore 
Roosevelt and William Taft. Eight-
four of his surviving personal jour­
nals, twenty-seven notebooks, three 
hundred published works, three hun­
dred loose sketches and many other 
works highlight the collection An 
additional $250,000 grant allowed 
Limbaugh to publish 51 reels of mi­
crofilm on John Muir. 
The Holt-Atherton department of 
special collections has been the re­
pository for the Muir Papers since 
1970. Upon entering the archives you 
become immediately aware of the 
sheer volume of works produced by 
John Muir. Large archaic photographs 
of the white-haired, full bearded Muir 
exploring the wilderness comfortably 
adorn the walls. 
Many of Muir's original works, 
particularly portions of his original 
journals and letters, have been spe­
cially prepared in plastic to preserve 
their delicate condition. Many of his 
writings are a test to the eye—Muir 
was no expert at penmanship. 
Ihe collection is maintained at 
the University as a result of a non­
profit trust. Publication fees are split 
by the Muir family and the Univer­
sity. 
" rhe John Muir papers are one of 
about 365 collections on California 
and the American west available for 
you," says Ms. Daryl Morrison, head 
of the department of special collec­
tions. "The collections receive almost 
1,200 visitors per year," she added. 
The department of special collec­
tions is open from 10 am to 5 pm, 
Monday through Friday. "While 
much of the Muir material is always 
available on microfilm, you should 
call ahead if you wish to research 
other portions of the collection," said 
Morrison. 
4. Rainey recreatior 
area: well, this 
volleyball court i: 
a beach, but it st 
beats the drive t( 
Santa Cruz. 
3. Digital revolutiof 
1010101010 
2. The Resident Assi 
tant: I'm on duty 
and all tied up at 
moment... 
1. Maneuver in 
Atchley's pool: 
splish, splash. 
Write your own top ton I'5" 
Or help me with the subject. Mi'1 
wonted, your input is valuable. 
name and ideas to the P^1' 
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'hat should I think about over the Thanksgiving holiday? 
\, ivember is here. We've finished 
'last Halloween candy. It's getting 
L,kl to sit in Stagg Stadium Sat­
in evenings, commercials for 
Ijstmas sales are starting to appear 
(h annoying regularity, and we are 
tinning to think about Thanksgiv-
I With this holiday in mind, 1 
lited to prepare seniors (and possi-
1 juniors) for "turkey talk." This 
la.se is not intended to cast asper-
lls on the personalities of those 
Li initiate conversations, but pro-
[• ,i context to the timing of the 
|hanges. 
"Pass the gravy. By the way, what 
J you going to do after you've fin-
Id that fancy and expensive school 
i re going to? Your ride on the 
lev train is almost over ." 
IThese words will be heard by 
lie over Thanksgiving break, 
•ether or not Uncle Mortimer or 
lie other not-so-well-meaning 
Itive asks directly, post-graduation 
In will he a source of curiosity. We 
• they don't become a source of 
lit consternation or indigestion. 
llWt misinterpret the question 
IWhat are you going to do with 
rest of your life?" This could re-
1 in grave consequences, perhaps 
liiring the Heimlich Maneuver to 
judge a lork full of fowl. No mat-
|vhat the intention of the inquirer 
7 he, respond that a decision-mak-
progress is underway. 
Ideally, be prepared to cite fields 
iterest which you are exploring, 
and respond to the 
inquiry with your 
own question: "Do 
you know anyone 
within these fields 
who 1 can talk to or who can help me 
with my efforts to find employ­
ment?" 
To ensure that you will be able to 
answer these questions, we urge you 
to visit a Career Services counselor. 
After a brief session you can deter­
mine whether the Career I'ocus Pro­
gram, designed to stimulate effective 
career exploration, is an appropriate 
next step or whether you are well pre­
pared to address this particular ques­
tion. Most importantly, we can help 
you transform goals into successful 
job search actions. 
" W h e n  1  w a s  i n  s c h o o l  1  
s p e n t  h o l i d a y s  w o r k i n g ,  n o t  
g o o f i n g  o f f ,  s k i i n g ,  o r  v i s i t ­
i n g  t h e  b e a c h .  W h a t  a r e  y o u  
g o i n g  t o  d o  o v e r  C h r i s t m a s  
b r e a k ? "  
There's always someone at the 
table who "worked their way up the 
ladder of success" after graduating 
from the "school of hard knocks." 
There is much you can do to support 
goal-setting and job search efforts 
while supporting yourself over the 
holiday break. 
These are ideal times to conduct 
information conversations. It is best 
to view these communications as re­
search (or pRe-search), not as job 
search activities. You are trying to 
MONEY, MAJORS, AND MORE 
Burton lay Nadler, Career Services 
FROM THE CHIEF'S DESK 
Bob Calaway 
ttempt, conspiracy and solicitation 
*ant to make the students here 
, nior(-' kmiiliar with our crimi-
vv system. We have three new 
^S:attempt'conspiracy' 
•Hrimmal law, every person who 
„ i s' 'y' fe'ls, to commit any 
guilty of attempt. Two ele-
uwV0 determine whether or 
ific in! S been attemPted. First, 
t p,;.,1'11 to c°mmit the crime 
Iscnm .eu)nd' a direct act to­
uted nmtin£ t,1e crime must be 
trnKaratlon is not sufficient. 
• c)os,,r.a °r must come danger-
?°Vpr .? Comrriitting the crime. 
'Ivtion ti° act was so close to 
plete but f1dt.the crime would be 
ocrir^mstancein8interrUptedby 
,ryinsj't!Ple' 3 Person is discov-
Irivcry c- iStarf a car whh a bro-
1 e window. The person 
doesn't own the car, nor was he given 
permission to drive it. This person 
could be arrested for attempted ve­
hicular theft. 
Conspiracy is two or more people 
agreeing to commit a crime. One per­
son must commit some overt crimi­
nal act that helps complete the con­
spiracy. The term "overt act" means 
any step taken or act committed by 
one or more of the conspirators. This 
act must go beyond mere preparation. 
A group of people purchasing 
guns and tools necessary to commit 
a robbery or burglary are not guilty 
of conspiracy. Many people believe 
the murder of President Kennedy was 
a criminal conspiracy. 
All members of the conspiracy are 
equally responsible for the actions of 
the others. The conspiracy crime does 
not have to be completed, or even 
See Chief page 18 
meet as many 
people in fields 
of interest as 
possible, learn 
as much as you 
can about their backgrounds and 
seek to understand the nature of en­
try-level opportunities. 
We at Career Services are pre­
pared to teach the approach to infor­
mation conversations and encourage 
you to use the Alumni Career Advi­
sory Network. Of course, the idea of 
a brief "volunteer experience" (not to 
be confused with a formal "intern­
ship") is worthy of exploration. 
If you are staying on campus dur­
ing January you may wish to sign­
up for lifelong Learning's "Job 
Search Made Simple" course. What­
ever you do, don't whine to your rela­
tives about how difficult it is to find 
a part-time or post-graduation job. 
Job search traditionally takes 3-6 
months and most college grads do 
not have jobs when they graduate. 
Studies show that goal-directed job 
seekers and those who use career ser­
vices take the least amount of time 
to find employment. Don't put off 
efforts until May. Start looking now. 
Be prepared for the on-campus in­
terviewing which takes place in 
March. Some may react to the doom-
and-gloom descriptions of the job 
market by procrastinating. Now is 
the time to begin! 
" 1  k n o w  a  g r e a t  m a n y  
p e o p l e  i n  i n f l u e n t i a l  p o s i ­
t i o n s .  G i v e  m e  y o u r  r e s u m e .  
I ' l l  s p r e a d  i t  a r o u n d . "  
You should have a resume, not 
only for job search, but also for dis­
tribution to family and friends. Visit 
our office, pick up a "Resume Writ­
ing Guide," and write a first draft for 
critique. Don't be shy when someone 
offers to help, but don't accept an 
offer of aid without a sense of follow 
up. 
Someone "spreading around" a 
resume is not effective job search. Be 
prepared to cite goals, gain a list of 
those who will receive a resume, write 
follow up notes to these persons, and, 
ultimately, arrange meetings with 
new-found members of your "job 
search network." We at Career Ser­
vices are ready to teach skills required 
to implement a total and successful 
job search campaign. 
By now a hypothetical, yet 
pointed holiday picture is clear. With­
out preparation, you might be con­
fronting rather difficult holiday 
scenes. Don't be the turkey served 
over the holidays. Visit Career Ser­
vices soon. Know the best ways to 
respond to these rather humorous 
and all-too-often real situations. 
Take control of your job search now! 
Happy Turkey Day! Also, (no joke) we 
have had a consumer product sales 
position posted by a major distribu­
tor of poultry products. Seniors or 
alumni, stop by our office for details 
regarding this and other jobs. 
QUESTIONS FOR THE TECHNOLOGICALLY CHALLENGED 
MacLean Flood 
The truly portable computer 
Call me paranoid, or call me in­
teresting, but I just weighed my por­
table computer and its case. I was 
questioning how much stuff 1 have 
installed on my portable computer— 
and wondering if it was all worth it. 
My computer, its case, and the 
accessories that 1 carry weigh fifteen 
pounds. The list of cables, cords and 
gadgets you might carry with your 
portable computer to make it more 
functional can get quite long. 
First and foremost for long range 
portable computer survival you must 
have electricity. If you don't have 
electricity, your computer just won't 
work. 1 have two batteries for my por­
table computer, giving me a rough 
operating time of about three hours. 
1 have the power adapter cord so I can 
plug it into the wall. Occasionly I 
carry an extension cord. I should pur­
chase a small portable surge 
suppresses as my portable computer 
is suseptible to dangerous electrical 
surges. 
Second, for portable computer 
survival you must have some comput­
ing muscle. Naturally I have a floppy 
disk drive—most portables do. How­
ever some portable computers do not. 
It really depends on your computing 
habits. If you are never in a situation 
where you need to put something on, 
or take something off a disk then hav­
ing a disk drive isn't important, so 
save the weight. 1 took out the origi­
nal hard drive and replaced it with a 
larger model. The original hard drive's 
capacity was too small. If you are go­
ing to purchase a portable computer 
buy the model with the largest hard 
drive. Your computer will be more 
viable in the future if it has more stor­
age space. 
I also installed more memory in 
my portable computer. More memory 
See Technology pg 14 
Technology 
continued from pg. 13 
allows me to save electricity because 
the computer doesn't need to turn 
the hard drive on and off to get stored 
data. The computer simply takes ev­
erything it needs off the hard drive 
once and turns itself off. 
For retrieving my electronic mail 
and surfing the Internet, 1 installed a 
modem. Modems also need electrical 
surge protection, and 1 should have a 
surge suppresser for my mine. Natu­
rally for the most ideal portable situ­
ation, a portable cellular phone and 
a computer interface would be re­
quired. 
To insure my portable computer 
isn't stolen I added a metal handle, a 
security chain and a padlock. 
In the event that 1 want to plug 
my portable computer into a normal 
desktop monitor I have four adapter 
plugs, each for a different type of 
monitor. 1 have yet another adapter 
in case 1 find another hard drive I 
need to retrieve files from. 1 have a 
printer and two computer network 
interface cables. 1 carry all this stuff 
to ensure that I can communicate 
with other computers. 
My portable computer can also 
record sound. My bag contains a 
cheap Radio Shack microphone and 
a phone recording device, so I can 
record phone conversations. 
And, last but not least, 1 carry 
copies of the emergency install disks 
that came with my computer. 1 don't 
carry the originals—those disks are 
under lock and key. 
My purpose in describing the 
contents of my computer can go sev­
eral ways. 1 encourage you to use this 
information in picking out the most 
ideal components you will need with 
your portable computer. 
Everyone with a portable com­
puter needs to carry around three ba­
sic components: your power adapter 
the emergency disks, and either a disk 
drive (and disks) or a device to plug 
your computer into another, for the 
retrieval of your computer s data. 
Naturally you could use this in­
formation in choosing a gift for a 
friend. If the task of gathering a few 
$10 adapter cords that are most suit­
able for a friend's portable computer 
doesn't sound too daunting, the gift 
would be quite appreciated. Some 
companies sell sets of useful portable 
computing gadgets, but for a price. 
Of course we should all wonder 
why one must carry so many little 
gadgets just to ensure your portable 
computer can truly be useful. When 
the portable computer 1 purchased 
weighs six pounds, and all my gad­
gets weigh an additional nine pounds 
1 start wondering about things. 
What is in your portable com­
puter bag? 1 welcome observations 
and advice on this subject. My e-mail 
address is MFLOOD4iVMSl.CC. 
UOP.EDU. For all those still struggling 
with the digital revolution you can 
sneaker net any correspondence to 
the top of Hand Hall, in the Pacifican 
Office. 
WIN-WIN 
When You 
Did You Know... 
Plasma is an essential fluid of life and there is 
an on-going need for good quality plasma. 
Plasma-based medicines save thousands of 
lives, some right here in our community. 
Donate 
Plasma 
You Save 
Just a few hours of your time each month can 
help make the difference in someone's life. 
Miles compensates you each time you donate. 
Depending on how often you donate, you can 
receive up to $135 a month! 
Mites is seeking STUDENTS and others Vo 
help share their good health with people in 
need. If you're at least 18 years old and meet 
our health requirements you can start saving 
lives while you earn! 
Lives 
While 
Earning 
For more 
informtion call: 
246 East Church Street 
Stockton, CA 95203 
(209) 465-0284 
Money! 
Miles Inc. 
Not/am: Plasma donors mm sub/oct to modtcal scrooning and lusting prior to oocoptanoe. and at alt times during participation in 
This week in UOP histo* 
rrime. A university president defend.., Problems with campus cri . A iv rsity r si t defending 
gainst charges UOP spends too much on sports. Fraternities conduct,n, 
Sne drives. Criticism of the school newspaper for being too critical 
These stories are not from today's headlines, but rather from the 
torv of stories that have run in the various student newspapers at Uo 
c i ni iuu  a ntauuuvj uui liuiutn
 r  i  t  ri  t t r  t UOP, 
ina indav" the Pacifican will be publishing a new weekly column that 
" 8 ' • rvi in UOP (and COP history) on the corresnonJ 
Irm t  in n uimn K .«.»» vwiu ttij 
Ines what happened i   (   i t r )  t  correspond 
°Vt The" hcmearned rom the pages of The Pacifican and its pred 
Pacific Pharos, The Tiger and Pacific Weekly. 
The news items were culled from the archives at the University Li 
students in the Basic Newswriting class in the Department of Com® 
fion The researchers were: Brad Adorador, L.ee CarlanderJeanne Cas 
GregChristensen, Carri Crowley, Patrick Gerigk, Kathy Le, Chad Pearson 
Purcell and Donald Wood. 
1 year ago (November 4, 1993). Na­
tional roundup on crime on campus offers 
tips on how students can avoid becoming 
victims...Bungee jumping interests UOP 
students.. .Master of Business Administration 
program off to a good start at UOP 
6 years ago (Nov. 3, 1988). Suicide of 
Pharmacy student causes concern; UOP of­
ficials offer tips to students on warning signs, 
how to get help.. .School welcome new bas­
ketball coaches, including new head coach 
Bob Thomason from Stanislaus State. 
ditorium; $1 discount for 
students.. .Cluster colleges pressir 
to give them more money, threa" 
withdraw from ASUOP and tell 
not to pay annual fees. 
70 years ago (Nov. 13,1924). 
wallop Army, 28-7, in Armistice Day 
ball celebration... Eight co-eds sell 
and forget-me-nots downtown on 
of Chamber of Commerce drive to 
heroes. 
the donor program! 
10 years ago (Nov. 8, 1984). Former 
social director of Archania fraternity sen­
tenced to a year in the county jail and five 
years probation after pleading guilty to 
charges of possessing and selling cocaine; 
administration praises response by Greek 
house to prevent future episodes. 
15 years ago (Nov. 9, 1979). KUOP 
manager fired after accusations of station 
slush fund... University police add 24-hour 
dispatcher, three new officers and patrol car 
to increase safety on campus. 
20 years ago (Nov. 8, 1974). ASUOP 
holds student-administration "rap" night to 
discuss problems such as money; President 
McCaffrey declines comment when asked 
about UOP's "seeming greater concern" for 
intercollegiate sports.. .Creek houses collect 
$150 for UNICEF through door-to-door 
drive in campus neighborhoods. 
25 years ago (Nov. 12, 1969). Steve 
Miller Band to perform live at the Civic Au-
86 years ago (Nov. 1,1908). A 
(no author listed) appearing in the: 
predecessor to The Pacifican: 
To be editor of Tige 
Is a hazardous place; 
Don't hurt anyone's feelings, 
But suit everyone's taste, 
Everyone wants to be joshed, you 
But they threaten to break his pate 
Is he going to mention them 
Oh, how they 
appearance's sake 
"Editor, if you josh me, 
Now if you do, 
Now wait and see, 
I'll—just—fix—you. 
blow—just 
Say, editor, I have heard 
That you're going to josh me. 
Now, old fellow, mum s the 
But don't forget to josh me. 
You Can Call Us Your Family 
.  _  i - A K i i i  \/ nPNTlST)9 
^ 
_ — — 
When you need a FAMILY DENTlSTyl 
can trust, we extend our family to y J 
• Cosmetic and General Dentistry • Customized Ccsir 
• Bleaching and Treatment 
• Bonding and Porcelain Veneers • Video Imaging 
• Easy and Gentie Care • ™h Colore  ^
• Ultrasonic Cleaning * Located Close 
• Most Insurance Accepted * Relaxed Atrnoshp  ^
• Fillings, Dentures 
We value good communication—all conceTO^^ ^QQ!11 
Bring this ad in for a FREE TOOW 
One Coupon per PersPn • No purchase necessary • 
. - Lester H. Low, 
f | 5345 N. El Dorado Street ^ 
~ ~ At Yokuts Near California State Automobile i 
Call 
 r California t  Auto ile - S\/] 
NOW for your preferred appointment 474-33.? 
>er: American Denial Awrxfatinn _ _ Mcmher Pacific Athle&c . as,1? Memb i  t l ssoci tio , 
California Dental Association, 
San Joaquin Dental Society 
e b ifi  
X3 UOP School of Dentistry AW" L -
a  ve  At ^8,395, you'll ka 
p l e n t y  o f  m o n e y  l e f t  f o r  g a s  
A t  4 4  i n p g / c i t y ,  
y o u  i n i g k t  n o t  n e e d  i t .  
u t - r n  
wkf'-" 
mm: 
T k  e  n e w e s t  G e o .  j M e t r o ,  f  rom $8,595* 
A L e t r o  C r o u p e  g e t s  a n  E P A  e s t .  A 1 P G  o f  4  4  i n  t l a  e  c i t y  a n d  4  9  o n  t l i e  h i g h w a y .  
•  A  w a r r a n t y  c o v e r s  A t e t r o  f r o m  o n e  e n d  t o  t h e  n e x t .  
A n d  t h a t  s  w  i  t h  n o  d e d u c t i  b l e .  .  .  z e r o .  .  .  n o n e  w h a t i o e v e r J  •  
-  '  *  i  
•  A t e t r o  c o m e s  w i t h  f i r s t - t i m e  b u y e r  a s s i s t a n c e .  •  
•  G e t  t o  k n o w  t h e  n e w e s t  G e o .  A t e f r o .  A t  y o u r  C h e v r o l e t / G e o  d e a l e r  s .  •  
mjgp , • II I 
•  W a n t  t o  k n o w  m o r e ?  G i v e  u s  a  c a l l .  1 " SO O - G e t - 2 ~ K n o . 
G E T  T O  K x o w  
• W f e i !  
m e t r o 
" U l "  t t m  A .  ' * * ' * * >  M S R P „i AGtro Ul Coup. .» *<.»«. M.SK.H htU« AJe. m .J duly T«, .~l opWwtfpK* •&. ^  tUfcfce.ee-..J4« U«J •-»««» 
i">W" »s«M«o« fct » t,, fcym fct-tonty «i!i GMAC CWe.del tai Geo »•* .^.demi loofcm.rl- .,J Metro I. • KroirouA of ifce C.M Cotp ©19<M (M Corp All Rjjlo. RctetU. B»lle rp Aloe... 
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MISC. 
FUNDRAISER - $500 IN 5 DAYS 
CREEKS, CLUBS, ANYONE 
(800) 775-3851 EXT. 33 
New official LSAT Prep Kit $27, 
New Barron's $10 
New ARCO $9; New CRE 
SuperCourse $15: 239-4812 
WANTED: 
Well-endowed men ages 18-25 
needed for Psychology Experi­
ment. Will need picture: Please 
Call 946-2113 
FOR SALE: 
1989 HONDA PRELUDE SI, AT 
loaded 103k , Maintenance 
Records $7,999 
916-776-1058. 
PART-TIME JOBS: 
Saly Johnson seeks Law Clerk/Law 
Librarian for local firm 20 hours/ 
week at $8-9/hour. Call 474-
6734. 
Wells Fargo Guard Services seeks 
guards, $5/hour, flexible hours. 
Contact Quinta Robinson, 110 N. 
San Joaquin, 943-3356. 
Eric and Linda Wong sekk tutor of 
various subjects for 6th Grader, 
$10/hour, Mondays after 3pm. 
Call 477-6624. 
Frank Tomek seeks intro to Analy­
sis tutor, $10/hour, 1 hour/week. 
Call Home: 951-5078 pr. Work: 
948-7656. 
CLASSIFIEDS 
Avis Rent-a-Car seeks airport 
agents, weekends, $5.50. Con­
tact Brandy or Arlindo at 982-
4325. 
Errin Andrews of California Sur­
veys seeks 10 Mystery Shoppers 
to survey Burger Kings in SJ area, 
and other assingments in future. 
Call collect (415)522-0897. 
ends $ 4 . 5 0 /hour. Visit John 
Dexter in Quail Lakes Shopping 
Center at Quail Lakes/March Lane, 
952-0865. 
Coif USA seeks Sales Associate, $5/ 
hour every other weekend and 
mornings preferred. Visit Ken 
Preg at Qual Lakes Shopping Cen­
ter at Quail Lakes/March lane, 
952-7405. 
search; spreadsheet work, and 
proofread reports. Contact John 
Johnson, 2112 Debbie Lane, Lodi 
95242. 
Toys-R-Us seeks Store Detective, 
20-40 hours/week, $8/hour, flex­
ible including weekends and eve­
nings. Contact Greg Landucci, 
1624 Army Court, 465-4912 
x606. 
Olson Technology seeks student 
interested in assisting with obtain­
ing Winston Cup sponsorship by 
calling on prospective sponsors. 
Contact Tom Olson at 1-800-
5451022 or 1-209-357-8939. 
Pearl Vision Center, Sherwood 
Mall, seeks Front Receptionist 
4:30-7pm, M-F, $6/hour. Con­
tact Leticia or Dr. Mason, 952-
71 70. 
Craig Corrren Attorney seeks Re­
ceptionist, 1 -5pm, $4.25/hour, 
bilingual Spanish/English. Call for 
interviews Jo Corren, 5345 N. El 
Dorado, 478-2621. 
Indy Electronics seeks Applications 
Support Administrator with com­
puter science or MIS experience 
Contact Human 
Resources PO Box 
2301, Manteca, 
CA 95336. 
John Johnson, Certified Financial 
Analyst, seeks Research Assistant, 
flexible hours, $10/hour, to per­
form industry and market re-
Farmer's Insurance Group seeks 
Telemarketers, 6-8:30pm, M-F, 
$7-10/hour. Call Bob Paralta, 
Dr. Peckham 
seeks Veterinarian 
Assistant, $5.25/ 
hour, Monday, 
Wednesday, and 
/or Friday eve­
nings. Visit 523 
W. Harvey Lane, 
Lodi for applica­
tion. Call 369-
0231. 
Sherwood Mall 
Hallmark seeks 
S a l e s / C a s h i e r  
evenings and/or 
w e e k e n d s ,  
$ 4 . 2 5 / h o u r .  
Contact Janet 
Ford 957-9048. 
Art Mart seeks 
Salesperson/ 
Cashier, week-
Aiim/sslion to; 
CENTRAL VALEEY BUSINESS EAIRE' 
Stockton Memorial Civic Auditorium 
525 North Center St. • Stockton, CA 
Tuesdaif, November 15, 1994 
12:00 P.M.—4:00 P.M. 
B U S I N E S S  O P P O R T U N I T I E S  
For Small and Minority, Women and Disabled Veterans Business 
Enterprises to learn how to receive a share of contracts and purchases 
with state government agencies. Increase your business opportunities 
and income through the statewide certification and registration network. 
Sponsored by the Departments of Corrections, 
Department or Transportation, & 
Stockton Developmental Center 
For additional information, please contact Ken Peters at 
( 2 O  9  )  9 4 8 - 7 2 3 1  
The PaCj f  
5651 N. Pershing, 
Pacific Coast Mercha 
Salespersons, 2-3 da 
hour, $25/day for n 
on home center acc 
ing, merchandising 
with local personnel 
established prograr 
Gary Frush, 4533 
Drive, 474-1400. 
Local trucker seeks lo 
hour, various shifts. 
Wagner at Career Se 
2361, 2nd floor McG 
FULL-TIME) 
IMAGINATION, Ame 
tertainment dedicate 
network seeks Progr, 
lyst in Oakhurst, to 
develop applications 
UNIX, and ORACLEe 
using state-of-the-arl 
CourseworkinC, exf 
Powerbuilder and 
helpful. Contact Ten 
Airport Blvd., ! 
Burlingame 94010, 
2564 FAX 548-0211 
Advanced Micro De\ 
Systems, Computer 
and CS candidates I 
opportunities. Cor 
Wilson, University R 
935, PO Box 345i 
94088 at (408) 74 
774-7023. 
For more informs 
postings, see Carei 
McConchie Hall, oi 
946-2361. 
s u V M V R  
LANGUAGE 
P R O G R A M  
JUNE 28 — AUGUST 24, 1995 
French, German, Hungarian, Italian, Korean and Spanish 
JUNE 21 — AUGUST 17, 1995 
English as a Second Language 
JUNE 21 — AUGUST 24. 1995 
Arabic, Chinese, Japanese and Russian 
MONTEREY INSTITUTE OE INTERNATIONAL STUDIES 
425 Van Buren Street, Monterey, California 93940 
Telephone (408) 647-4115 • FAX (408) 647-3534 
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I Wax 'Em Up! 
|)ig your skis and snow boards out of the closet, dust them off and get 
I for the 1994-95 ski season. But before you hit the slopes there are 
|things you should do to prepare your equipment. Now is the time to 
•the masses at the ski shops. 
|Vith both skis and snowboards, it is vital that the surfaces are main-
Id for optimum performance. Edges need to be beveled, surfaces waxed 
level edge to edge. 
lob Fraizer of Sundance Sports in Stockton recommends tuning up your 
Ifter every third or fourth time on them. Also hot waxing should be 
Ion a regular basis, at least every other time. 
|he purpose of waxing the surface of skis is to reduce drag by fill the 
I in the surfaces of the skis with wax. Presently, there are three easy 
I in which this can be done. 
the first way is by hot waxing your skis. Hot waxing is a procedure 
10 melted wax is applied to the surface of your ski. The heat causes the 
I. in the surface to open up. Wax fills these pores and is allowed to cool. 
Ixcess wax is scraped off, then the surface is buffed with a Scotch Brite 
11 between hot waxing, you can purchase a rub on wax. This is a simple 
[dure much like waxing a car. The wax is rubbed on the surfaces, al-
i! to dry, and buffed off a few minutes later. The wax comes in a con-
r small enough to be carried around in your back pocket or ski bag. 
mother way to wax your skis in between hot waxing is by using liquid 
'his involves a simple procedure much like that for rub on wax. 
U shops like Sundance Sports offer a variety of tune-up services. A 
tune-up includes beveling the edges and waxing the surfaces of your 
nd will cost you about $25.00. 
| complete tune-up includes stone grinding (which puts micro-grooves 
e surfaces to better channel water, thus reducing drag), beveling the 
i and waxing the surfaces. This typically will run about $35.00. 
'o-it-yourself tune-up kits are available for skis and snowboards. It's an 
but time consuming, project. It requires quite a bit of space, not to I 
ion the fact that it's rather messy. 
jach kit has a file, a brush, a scraper, wax, and a set of directions. Ski I 
ost about $45.00 and snowboarding kits run a little bit less, 
your are in the market for a new pair of boots, skis, or poles, many I 
mS goods stores are still having sales on merchandise. Need a new pair I 
Ws? What about that turtleneck with the hole in the left sleeve? Take I 
"age of the local sales before you head off on that hellacious ski trip. I 
great place to find ski apparel is at Eddie Bauer and REI stores. On the I 
hand, the most expensive places with the worst selections are the ski I 
at the resorts. 
>r more information concerning skiing, snowboarding, or local resorts I 
0 me at The Pacifican or call 946-2115. 
'ow Report 
of T'' ^rca 'ocated Interstate 80 at Donner Summit, 10 miles I 
ruckee, opened last weekend on a 14 to 18 inches base of machine I 
Sn,»w anc' 4 to 6-inches of natural snow left by a storm last weekend. I 
v 1 grating three lifts servicing ten runs including Halfpipe in Boreal's I 
expanded Jibassic Snowboarding Park. Plans for this weekend in- I 
°Pvning two more lifts. 
^ Trivia 
if.\hich s^i resort was first to build a *J 
^ m California? \j4rj 
ugar Bowl, one of California's oldest ski 
e /^failed the first ski lift in the Golden V 
938. The lift was build on Mount *y. named after America's beloved Walt H»V unci /AJllv I 1V d S UC1UVCU VVdll 
' °ne °f the original investors in the project. 
Tiger Sports Update 
Tennis teams wind up for 
Rolex Regionals 
The men will be active this week­
end in Berkeley, while the women will 
compete in Moraga, at St. Mary's Col­
lege. 
Still hampered by the after affects 
of surgery for tendinitis on both 
knees, Adi Kremer will only play 
doubles. The other men will play 
both singles and doubles. Kremer will 
team with Sean Martin. Ole 
Alexander Olsen and Jorge Abreu will 
team up, Joe Gonzalez and Mauricio 
Sovero will join forces and Daniel 
Brandt and Ernie Schmidt will round 
out the field. 
Water Polo prepares for 
MPSF Championships 
The fifth-ranked Tigers lost a 10-
8 battle against top-ranked Stanford 
last Thursday in their season finale at 
home. 
Rey Rivera contributed four goals, 
while Axel Wohlfarth and Brad 
Schumacher scored shots in front of 
the goal. Defensive breakdowns and 
the inability to capitalize on scoring 
opportunities hurt the Tigers. 
The Tigers prepare for the Moun­
tain Pacific Sports Federation Cham­
pionships this weekend, in an at­
tempt to earn their second straight 
trip to the NCAA championships. 
UOP, "ranked fifth, will face 
Pepperdine, ranked fourth, in the first 
round Saturday at Long Beach's 
Belmont Plaza Olympic Pool. UOP 
has lost both matches against the 
Waves this season. The winner of the 
tournament will earn an automatic 
berth in the NCAA tournament. 
Field Hockey's All-
Conference team includes 
UOP duo 
Pacific, 2-11 overall and 2-4 in the 
NorPac, defeated Stanford 2-1 last 
week at home to end the regular sea­
son. 
Seniors Wendy DuShane and 
Kendra McCord along with junior 
goalie Kristin Eorcina were honored 
in the All-Conference team. 
DuShane led the team in scoring 
for the second year with six goals. 
McCord's efforts as center back 
and sweeper earned her a second-time 
all-conference selection. 
Eorcina's 213 saves against 42 
goals gave her a .835 winning per­
centage, ranking her fourteenth in 
the nation in saves. 
Men's basketball 
competition begin today 
The men's basketball team will 
see how prepared they are today 
against the Shell and Widmen 
Knights at 7:30 p.m. 
The club held internal scrim­
mages last week and the players' 
cameraderie blended well. The Tigers 
are inexperienced in the paint, but 
starters Adam Jacobsen and T.J. 
Walker return in the backcourt. The 
guards are striving to become more 
familiarized with the forwards and 
appear to be more comfortable going 
inside to the big men. 
ASTIGMATISM 
Can't wear soft contacts? 
If you've zvanted to zvear soft contacts but 
thought you couldn't, nozv you can! Thanks 
to advanced technology, nozv there are soft 
contact lenses designed just for astigmatism. 
And you can just trxj them free! 
Call (209) 465-5562 
FOR FREE FOCUS" TORIC TRIAL LENSES. 
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PACIFIC INTRAMURAL UPDATE 
Top volleyball teams through Nov. 3 Archania (460), Omega Phi (430) 
Co-Rec "A" Division: 
HSA 2 (3-1), Pharm "D" (3-0) 
Sorrorities: 
Alpha Chi Omega (120) 
Co-Rec "B" Division: 
Straight Down (3-0), 
Recreators (2-1) 
Co-Rec "C" Division: 
RX Dig It (3-0), Kappa Psi (2-1), Quiet 
Psychos (2-1) 
Residence Halls: 
Eiselen (488), John B. (358), 
Price (351) 
* point totals do not include volleyball or 
raquetball. 
UPCOMING EVENTS 
Women's Division: 
Pumps N'A Bumps (2-0), 
Theta (1-0) 
4-Person "A" 
Tadow II (3-0), Crad School (3-1) 
Pre-holiday basketball tournament: 
Entries open November 15, and close 
November 30. Events take place on 
December 3 and 4. 
4-Person B "Black": 
HSA I (4-0), It's All Good (3-0), Norml I 
(3-1) 
The Intramural Office is looking for 
basketball officials for the spring season. 
It's a great way to earn extra money. For 
more information, please contact our of­
fice in the main gym 946-2716. 
4-Person B "Orange": 
Team Swing (3-0), SAE (2-1) 
CHAPIONSHIP POINT UPDATE 
Fraternities: 
Phi Delta Theta (707), 
Intramural Update is brought to you 
by:Mark Mermelstein, Angela Gray, Mike 
Hess, Scott Harding, Carrie Ragsdale, 
Carla Konet, Megan Savage, Marc 
McPhee, and Lam Dinh. 
Football 
continued from page 20 
the 22- and 18-yard lines and could 
not manage to convert crucial fourth-
down plays. 
At times, the Tigers had trouble 
solving OSU's triple-option offense, 
which is a derivative of the potent 
wishbone formation. The Beavers' 
rendition of the wishbone eliminates 
the need for a wingback, where two 
backs line up on each side of the quar­
terback and a fullback is placed be­
hind the QB. The Beavers made the 
most of Pacific's defensive miscues, 
striking from 57-yards out and had a 
74-yard run in the first half. 
The only UOP touchdown of the 
game came from Sellers to Damon 
Bowers from the 2-yard line. Kicker 
Roger Fleenor nailed 22- and 30-yard 
field goals to cap the Tiger scoring. 
Abdullah rushed for 93 yards, the 
first time he has failed to rush for 100-
yards since the Sept. 24 loss at Ne­
braska. 
Defensively, the W 
stellar second half. Cornerb 
Cunnigan recorded 12 S0]ni 
Strong safety Jeff Russell h\ 
les, including two for l0sJf 
one fumble and sacked tU 
back once. Defensive savvy! 
crucial in the two remain!,, 
The Tigers have their t 
against a wall. Although I 
loss broke their three-gamftl 
streak, their hopes for the con 
title are still intact with two« 
go. Pacific travels to Las Crit, 
Saturday to battle the New) 
State Aggies. Kickoff timeisSi 
and can beTieard on KVVG m 
/ 
Volleyball 
Chief 
continued from page 20 
continued from paae 13  g  . 
attempted to uphold a con­
spiracy conviction. 
Solicitation of a crime takes place 
when a person has the intent to com­
plete a criminal act. This person must 
also ask another person to commit 
or join in the commission of a rob­
bery, burglary or any other major 
crime. No overt act towards commit­
ting the crime needs to take place. 
I he crime of solicitation is complete 
when the intention of completing a 
criminal act is expressed. It makes no 
difference if the person solicited re­
sponds favorably or not. Solicitation 
may be proven by recording* the con­
versation of people on the sidewalk, 
or getting a court order and tapping a 
phone conversation. 
Any questions should be directed 
to Bob Calaway at 946-3034. 
If you've ever thought 
about making your own 
beer, now is your chance. 
7273 Murrray Drive, Suite 17 
Stockton, CA 95210 
(209) 957-4549 
|FREE CLASSES 
on transition and moving fast. It 
makes it hard for the other team to 
keep up with our speed," setter Sacha 
Caldemeyer said. 
"Right after we played Long Beach 
the first time, we were concentrating 
on going faster. I think that we saw 
that in Santa Barbara. They just 
couldn't do anything," said junior 
outside-hitter Dominique Benton-
Bozman, who is fourth in the nation 
in kills per game. 
The Tigers aim to stretch their 
winning streak even further as they 
host UC Irvine this Friday. The Ant-
eaters are 6-17 overall and 5-10 
Big West. 
The bid for the conferenctj 
pionship narrows down withs 
huge matchup. This time the uiirar 
will face-off with #8 Long Bead 
at the Spanos Center on Satura? 
49ers are 19-4 overall and 13-' 
Big West. 
DISCOUNT ICE SKATING at the 
OAK PARK ICE ARENA 
3545 Alvarado Street - Phone 937-7432 
Present this coupon for 
ONE FREE ADMISSION with one paid 
admission during Public Sessions when no 
other promotions are in session. 
Open Monday, 7 30-9:30 pm; Wednesday, 3:30-5 30 and 7 30 o-nn 
Thursday, 3:30-5:30 pm: Friday, 3:30-5:30 .nd 8:00-10 00 pm^ SaiurH 
4.00 and 8:00-10.00 pm; and Sunday 1:30-4 00 pm 
On_e_coupon_p_e_r_custo_mer. _Ex_pires 12/31/94 Skate rental - $i 50 
f 
</SN,M IN S 
OUR NEW LOCATION 
702 Porter Way 
(Porter Station) 
477-2442 
TUXEDO RENTALS 
Huge Variety of Styles 
• Lots of Colors 
in Cummerbunds & ties • 
• Hove The Experts Fit You • 
EVENING 
PROM DRESSES 
(Retail Only - No Rentals) 
UOP Student Discounts 
^ Bring this ad in for 
'b/o off tuxedo rentals 
702 Porter way . (Potter Stafon) 
Stockton • 477-2442 
Porter ot Pocific behind the She* station 
NATIONAL PARK EMPLCM 
Work in the Wild! Students needed. Tout (*J 
instructor, host(ess), trail maintenance, life! 
staff, firefighter + volunteer and governine»F 
available at National Parks. Excellent benefiU ^ 
• bonuses! Anplv novy fpr best post 
For more information call: 
(206)545-4804 ext.N60431 
(209)475-6290 • Catering Av3^J 
2324 Grand Canal Blvd. M Vstocklpn,r4 iLod'\ orancj G/DRIDI DIVU. T-T 1( 
Across from the H i l t o n  
NEW STUDEj 
No charged 
office visits and x-
S A V E m  
and your. teetli! 
Enroll Now-
Call for brocK I 
(8(1(1) 655"' -
p swimmers take first 
ce in invitational. 
f G O O D M A N  
can sports writer 
P played host to nine differ-
hools in both men's and 
,'S swimming competition last 
1(j. In a field of five men's 
and seven women's teams, 
ped to put up a respectable 
g in their invitational, 
women's squad topped seven 
ams to claim the team title in 
jve fashion. Trailing after the 
of three sessions, Pacific was 
Py a relentless effort by fresh-
nsl Kolbisen. Kolbisen cap-
t-place in the 50-yard, 100-
d 200-yard freestyle and the 
tterfly. Along with her third 
rformance in the 200 back-
Kolbisen's 44 individual 
would have been enough to 
ished sixth in the team corn-
Senior Christy Dalonzo also put 
on a swimming clinic, as she placed 
third in the 100 and 200 freestyle 
meets. Melissa McClendon and 
Kenna Sasser helped UOP clinch the 
Tigers' first-place finish after win­
ning the 400-free relay. 
"Christy swam real well," coach 
Jim Taketa told reporters following 
the meet. "It looks like the rest of 
the team is really far behind, because 
Liesl and Christy were so far out 
there. Actually, everyone did well." 
The men faced stiff competition 
in their first swimming meet of the 
year. The Tigers finished fourth out 
of the five schools, as Cal won the 
team title outright. Brad 
Schumacher won the 100-yard 
freestyle by a clear margin in 46:01. 
The Tigers' next competition is 
Dec. 1-3 at the Speedo Cup in Long 
Beach's Belmont Plaza Olympic 
Pool. 
(/on 
tting units the hard way 
PURCELL 
can guest writer 
ile most UOP students are sit-
classrooms this fall, one UOP 
is getting college credit for 
ut in the wilderness with the 
pi Outdoor Leadership School. 
ce 1965, NOLS has been 
K wilderness skills, conserva-
id leadership to more than 
students. Their classroom is 
erness and the courses are 
ed expeditions. 
''student Chris Angelica left 
r '6th for a three month 
P 'nto the desolate regions of 
, R^kies in Montana. His 
oa includes backpacking 
Winter climbing, and low 
amping skills. Angelica will 
n8 20 units which will put 
aduationhaIfaSemeSter 3Way 
nrp ?K
CiPants NOLS is an 
dem them learn about 
i d i t i ^ o w  t o  s u r v ' v e  i n  
3rothnS f°r '0ng Periods of 
HsicTiP' is a test of strength vs cally and mentally. 
' denn ^ mselves physically 
*5 an"S°f hi8h 
Use routmPK 8rby getting into 
irexPeditioen heyarfiVe 
Cnt 'etter to a friend at 
UOP, Angelica discussed the extent 
of how focused one has to be to not 
only accomplish a task like camping 
and climbing in the Rockies, but to 
live through the situations that arise. 
"Note the rope that saved me from 
falling into an endless ice crevasse", 
was one excerpt from Chris' letter 
with a picture of him and his trusty 
rope at his side. 
For most people, spending up 
to three months in the wilderness 
may not appeal to them because of 
the cold weather, no comforts of 
home, and lack of social interaction 
could drive them crazy. 
"We started out with eight people 
and now we have seven. One guy just 
lost it", Angelica said in his letter ex­
plaining that the one student who 
didn't stay seemed like he had never 
even been outdoors, much less had 
ever been camping. 
On a three month expedition stu­
dents can attain up to twenty units 
of college credit. Although twelve 
weeks in the middle of no- where may 
appeal to some students, others may 
prefer the comforts of UOP. 
NOLS has courses in North and 
South America, and Africa. Course 
lengths range from a few days to three 
months, with avariety of outdoor 
classrooms. For more information 
contact The National Outdoor Lead­
ership School, 288 W. Main St., 
Lander, WY82520-3128. 
Forward Dana Vasquez drives around a Sacramento State defender during the 
Tigers' 1 -0 loss to the Hornets at Stagg Stadium. Photo by A lexandra Garschagen 
Women's soccer team 
finishes 1994 campaign 
GEOFF MILLER 
Pacifican staff writer 
The Pacific women's soccer sea­
son ended last week with a tough 1-
0 loss to rival Sacramento State last 
Tuesday night. 
Going into the game, the Tigers, 
3-15-1 were looking to close out the 
season strong with a victory. A vic­
tory against Sac State would have 
raised the team total to four wins, 
doubling the number of victories 
from last season. 
The team went into the game af­
ter a long Southern California road 
trip. UOP faced the University of 
San Diego and Cal Poly-San Luis 
Obispo. The Tigers dropped both 
games, losing 4-1 and 2-0, respec­
tively. 
Two weeks earlier, UOP faced 
Sacramento State and came away 
victorious by a narrow 1-0 score. 
Despite the fact that the two teams 
have only played each other twice 
before, the series has become a 
heated rivalry. 
"Everyone on the team is look­
ing forward to this game," sopho­
more Lisa Seamen said, prior to the 
game. "It will be a tough, aggressive 
match." 
The game lived up to its expec­
tations. It was a fight down to the 
wire. 
The entire game was a back-and-
forth defensive battle. The Tigers 
lacked the offensive power to put 
the ball in the net. 
The closest UOP got was with 
thirteen minutes left in the second 
half. Pacific's Jenny Prunk had a one-
on-one break-away with the Hornet 
goalie. The effort was unrewarded 
after a great save by the Hornets' 
goalkeeper. 
The only score of the game was 
in the eighth minute of the second 
half after a defensive breakdown. 
Tiger goalie Yvette Valdez did every­
thing to stop the shot on goal, but 
was helpless to prevent the ball from 
going in. The Tigers tried to pick up 
the pace in the last five minutes of 
the game, but were unable to gain 
good possessions due to the Sac State 
clock manipulation and passing 
techniques. 
The game ended with pushing 
and shouting due to flared tempers 
and extremely physical play. 
Unfortunately the Tigers are 
ending their season on a negative 
note losing to Sacramento State. 
Players have next season to look for­
ward to, since the team will be re­
turning twenty-two players from 
this years team. 
Freshman mid-fielder Tita 
Tavares believes next season will be 
promising. "All our starters will be 
back next year, we will have the ex­
perience of this season under our 
belts, and we will continue to im­
prove." 
Referring to a number of key in­
juries that occurred at the beginning 
of the season, coach Keith Coleman 
told The Record of Stockton, "It's 
kind of like we didn't get a good 
shuffle of cards this year." 
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Volleyball 
Women's team keeps 
championship hopes alive 
GINA VISAYA 
Pacif ican staff  writer  
After back-to-back victories over 
Cal State Fullerton and UC Santa Bar­
bara this weekend, UOP's women's 
volleyball team improved to #6 in the 
AVCA poll, sweeping Pacific's season's 
series against both teams. The wins 
have propelled the Tigers to a win­
ning streak of eight games, their long­
est of the season. 
But perhaps the most significant 
consequence of the triumphs is that 
they enable UOP to remain in the 
hunt for the Big West conference 
championship. 
Pacific, 20-3 overall and 13-2 in 
the Big West, went on the road and 
devoured Cal State Fullerton last Fri­
day in three straight games. UOP 
proved to be reliable in a crucial 
match at UCSB the following day. 
Senior AIl-American Charlotte 
Johansson earned Big West Player of 
the Week accolades this week, mark­
ing the second time this season that 
she has garnered that distinction. 
Johansson averaged 4.28 kills, 3 digs, 
and a .456 hitting percentage for the 
two games. She made no hitting er­
rors against CS Fullerton and recorded 
her 11th double-double of the season 
against UCSB. 
The Tigers looked as if they were 
able to do just about anything that 
they wanted to against CS Fullerton, 
allowing the Titans to score a scant 
eight points throughout the entire 
IliTilEiilil/ilEI 
Newly elected sports people: 
Steve largent (R-Oklahoma) elected to the 
house. The Seahawk Legend will have a banner 
year after enshrinement in Cantor in 1995. 
Jim Bunning (R-Kentucky) elected to the House. 
Nobody voted in Cooperstown Tuesday. 
George Bush Jr. (R-Texas) elected Governor of 
Texas. Rangers owner makes a name for 
himself. 
Herb Kohl (D-Wisconsin) elected to the Senate. 
Although he Bucks owner signed "Big Dog" 
Robinson for J70 million, his popularity is still 
intact. 
INSIDE SPORTS 
Ski Report 17 
Swimming 19 
match. Pacific tied its highest team 
hitting percentage of the season with 
.507. Fullerton's dreams for a win 
were squelched as they were knocked 
out to the tune of 15-3, 15-1, 15-4. 
Despite the romp, none of the 
Tigers reached double figures in kills, 
an occurrence which never before 
had happened in the season. The Ti­
gers went on an early tear in the third 
game with Carissa Clifford serving 
the first nine points, three of them 
aces. 
Saturday's contest with then-
tenth-ranked UCSB had considerably 
more build-up in contrast to the Ful­
lerton contest of only a night ago. 
Both UOP and Santa Barbara entered 
the match with a substantial amount 
of pressure put upon them to win. 
The two teams, along with Hawaii 
and Long Beach State, had only two 
losses each in the Big West confer­
ence. Consequently, all four were in 
contention for the conference cham­
pionship. 
Santa Barbara had the home court 
advantage and was just as determined 
as Pacific to win. But when the dust 
had settled, the Tigers emerged vic­
torious, knocking the Gauchos out of 
the hunt 15-12, 4-15, 15-10, 15-9. 
As the season winds down, UOP's 
upperclassmen are gaining a stronger 
sense of urgency than ever before. In 
the match against Santa Barbara, they 
certainly delivered. Seniors Johansson 
and Robin Schmitt were on fire and 
combined for 38 of the team's 66 kills. 
Freshman Addie Hauschild put on a 
defensive clinic with a career-high 18 
digs. 
Individual performances not­
withstanding, the win was attributed, 
in large part, to the team's quickness 
as well. 
Our practices have been focused 
UOP defenders Darius Cunnigati #28 and Jeff Russell #19 cool off 
weekly scrimmage in preparation for Saturday's conference match-up m 
Mexico State. Tune-in at 5:30 p.m. on KWG (AM 1230) for the live[ 
Photo by Darren Ar 
Broken thumb hampers te; 
chances for winning seasoi 
GEOFF GOODMAN 
Pacif ican staff  writer  
See Volleyball page 18 
Pacific's hopes of earning the Big 
West championship suffered a major 
setback Saturday afternoon when se­
nior quarterback Craig Whelihan 
found his hand lodged between two 
Beaver helmets after throwing a long 
incomplete pass. 
Whelihan, the nation's eighth-
leading producer of total offense, is 
out for the rest of the regular season 
after suffering a multiple fracture on 
his right throwing thumb. Now, the 
fate of the Tigers' season rests in the 
hands of junior backup Nick Sellers. 
Standing 6'0", Sellers' style is the 
antithesis of the 6'5" Whelihan. The 
Tiger offense knows they will need to 
do some things differently this week 
against New Mexico State. Expect the 
offense to be more diversified, using 
the scrambling backup as a decoy to 
running back Joe Abdullah. Sellers 
might not throw as many deep passes 
over the middle but may opt for 
quick and easy yards from screen 
passes to the backs in the slot. 
Sellers has a big opportunity to 
shine and become familiarized with 
the Tiger offense for the future. 
Aware of his responsil 
pressures that accompany 
ing position, Sellers comi 
feel like I've got a knife ii 
now. I've prepared myself 
so long in the event som< 
this happens." 
At this point in the sea: 
ference championship w 
phenomenal feat, but a vvi 
son alone would provid 
merit and would break tf 
drought of losing campaig 
Pacific, 5-4 and 3-1 ir 
play, squandered its opp 
against Oregon State last 
Trailing 24-12 midway th 
fourth quarter, Pacific Sens 
mediate urgency and er 
three drives into the Be; 
zone. All three opportuniti' 
materialize, as the Tigers f 
See Footb 
Big West Football Standing 
TEAM W 
Nevada 4 
SW Louisianna 5 
UNLV 4 
PACIFIC 3 
No. Illinios 3 
New MexicoSt. 2 
Utah St. 1 
San Jose St.. 1 
Louisiana Tech 0 
Arkansas St. 0 
BIG WEST 
L 
0 
1 
1 
1 
3 
2 
3 
3 
4 
5 
T 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
OVERALL 
W 
8 
5 
5 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
2 
1 
T 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
THIS WEEK IN THE BIG WEST: 
UOP ("' New Mexico St. 
No. Illinios @ Arkansas 
Utah St. ("Nevada 
Arkansas St. @ Colorado St. 
San Jose St. @ Louisiana Tech. 
Southwestern Louisiana @ 
Texas Tech. 
OREGON ST. 24, 
osu 
UOP 
10 
3 
7 
9 
OSU-Reynolds 57 pass fro' 
(Lund kick) 
UOP-FG Fleenor 24 
OSU-FG Lund 30 
OSU-Reynolds 74 run (Lun 
UOP-FG Fleenor 22 
OSU-Young 3 run (Lund ki 
UOP-Bowers 2 pass fr< 
(passed failed) 
Allendance-24,282 
FirsL downs 
Rushes-yards 
Passing 
Comp-Att-Int 
Punts 
Penalties-Yards 
Time of Poss. 
UOP 
21 
35-89 
323 
23-47-
3-34 
10-84 
30:24 
